Spanning more than 100 years, Carl Hansen & Søn’s collection of iconic design
is a testament to timeless values and aesthetics – and the power of innovative thinking
to enhance our lives and the spaces we inhabit.
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CH25 lounge chair by Hans J. Wegner from 1950.
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OUR PHILOS OPH Y

The combination of creative collaboration and unparalleled craftsmanship
is the core philosophy underpinning everything Carl Hansen & Søn does.
Our DNA comes from within and it is always the starting point
on which designers can add new elements.
Knud Erik Hansen
CEO and Third Generation Owner

Hans J. Wegner’s first series of chairs embodied a new and exciting expression and a simplicity
that would ensure their enduring appeal. His CH24 Wishbone Chair, CH23 chair, CH25 lounge chair
and CH22 lounge chair were destined to become icons.
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C OLL A B OR AT ION, C R A F T SM A N SHIP
A ND C R E AT I V I T Y

Our story is one of passion and creativity. Of collaboration

Towards the end of the 1940s, Hans J. Wegner was making

and craftsmanship. Of respect and integrity. Of enduring

a mark with his modern creations. Having closely followed

relationships and long-lasting values.

his early career, Holger Hansen knew Wegner would be the
perfect partner for a new furniture collection. He gave

It began in 1908 when master cabinetmaker Carl Hansen

the young designer a free hand to create a range of chairs.

set up a small workshop crafting furniture-to-order on

It was 1949, and the first series Wegner designed was

the island of Funen in central Denmark. Although starting

extremely avantgarde. His work embodied a new and

modestly, his ambition propelled the business forward and

exciting expression, but also a simplicity that would ensure

within ten years he had 15 employees working in a modern

its enduring appeal. The Wishbone Chair with its classic

factory of the time. It was a drive inherited by his son

references, perfect sculptural form and defining Y-shaped

Holger Hansen, who took over from his father in 1934.

back was destined to become an icon.

Holger was a visionary leader at a critical moment in

Wegner was a driving force in the international success

Denmark as innovative ideas began to flourish. Building

of the Danish Modern design movement of the 1950s. He

on his father’s belief in exceptional craftsmanship and

worked closely with Carl Hansen & Søn’s cabinetmakers,

premium materials, Holger set his sights even higher:

each pushing the other to take materials like his favored

manufacturing elegant design pieces for the growing

wood to their limits and employing advanced manufacturing

export market.

techniques.
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Passing through numerous expert hands, each piece of our furniture is
manufactured with great love for design and the history of the crafting process,
here exemplified by Hans J. Wegner’s CH24 Wishbone Chair.
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I see the pieces as architectural elements
that relate to the surrounding spaces to create
a harmonious whole.
Bodil Kjær
Architect

The combination of creative collaboration and unparalleled

Pioneering Danish architect and designer Bodil Kjær

craftsmanship became the core philosophy underpinning

recently came into the fold, when we added her Indoor-

everything we do at Carl Hansen & Søn.

Outdoor Series from 1959 to our collection. “I see furniture
as an architectural element whose size should relate to the

“Even more than his iconic furniture pieces, Wegner’s

surrounding spaces to make a harmonious whole,” says

legacy is this mindset and approach. Our DNA comes from

Bodil Kjær.

within and it is always the starting point on which designers
can add new elements,” says Knud Erik Hansen.

Knud Erik Hansen is also part of the dialogue with
contemporary designers who likewise seek to preserve

Like his father and grandfather before him, Knud Erik

Danish Modern’s fundamental principals of simplicity,

Hansen, who became CEO in 2002, understands the power

functionaliry and craftmanship.

of collaboration combined with innovation. He has built on
Carl Hansen & Søn’s heritage by broadening our portfolio

Austrian design trio EOOS combined an intuitive

to encompass important works by Arne Jacobsen, Børge

understanding of our DNA with their own design language

Mogensen, Ole Wanscher, Kaare Klint, Poul Kjærholm,

to create the Embrace Series. “We were very conscious of

Bodil Kjær and Mogens Koch.

the importance of creating a piece of furniture that fully
integrates Carl Hansen & Søn and our design approaches,”

Arne Jacobsen is the most recent addition to our family of

says EOOS. The renowned Japanese architect Tadao Ando

eminent furniture designers who helped shape the Danish

created the Dream Chair as a tribute to Wegner but with a

Modern period. We worked closely with the legendary

clear 21st century expression.

architect’s family to relaunch his sophisticated AJ52
Carl Hansen & Søn remade the Indoor-Outdoor Series
as Bodil Kjær originally designed it in 1959.
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Society Table, a unique furniture piece that now reaches
a wider audience.
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P USHING B OUNDA R IE S
WI T H PA S SION A ND C R A F T SM A N SHIP

Carl Hansen & Søn is a modern company in every way,

uphold our 110-year heritage. You can smell the freshly-

proudly Danish, but sustained by exports and attuned to

turned wood and see the care that goes into every step of

capturing the hearts and minds of a global audience. Just

the manufacturing process. When we develop new pieces,

as ownership has passed down through three generations

experienced cabinetmakers – some of whom have worked

of the Hansen family so too has knowledge and experience.

for us for more than 30 years – work closely together with
designers to bring their sophisticated concepts to life. They

“We have to develop fast but ever since my grandfather’s

challenge each other using age-old skills, know-how and

time everything has been a natural genuine evolution,” says

the latest technology to continue the legacy of creating

Knud Erik Hansen. Under his leadership, Carl Hansen & Søn

tomorrow’s classics.

has pushed the boundaries further by integrating the work

When we develop new furniture it is a close collaboration between the designers
and the craftsmen who will actually make it, we listen to their years of
experience and push them to explore new techniques.

of new design talents and striking the right balance between

When Austrian trio EOOS designed their Embrace Armchair,

classic craftsmanship and modern technology.

they wanted a new style of upholstery like a soft cushion
that would hold its shape. By working together in a lengthy

The heart and soul of the business is our modern factory in

process of honing and refining, EOOS and our craftsmen

Gelsted on the Danish island of Funen. Here, everything is

created a chair with a classic looks and a contemporary

guided by dedication to honest, sustainable practices that

nonchalance that will stand the test of time.
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Ever since my grandfather’s time everything has been a natural genuine evolution.

Knud Erik Hansen
CEO and Third Generation Owner
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LIF E A ROUND
OUR F UR NI T UR E

Carl Hansen & Søn creates furniture for those who share our passion for
lasting quality and timeless style. Our furniture forms a unique relationship
with the surrounding environment, evoking an air of classic elegance and
establishing a framework for a life well-lived.

My style is one of quiet, understated luxury.
It’s an ethos derived from a love of slow living and a choice to
enhance our environment through good, functional design.
This, in turn, gives us more time: the ultimate luxury.
Louisa Grey
Founder, House of Grey
Lives in Finsbury Park, London
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In making our home, we wanted to celebrate family and the social environment.
Living with chairs of organic functionality, you feel so supported daily.

Designing this space was extremely considered. We amended the architectural
drawings several times as we saw how the light interacted with the rooms.
Functionality was important but so too was creating a haven that is both calming
and energizing. We invested in the bones, using natural materials and a variety of
textures to humanize the spaces and engage all five senses. It needed to stand the
test of time, not only though materiality but also by evolving as we use it.
In my practice, we apply seven design principles for wellbeing, one is the
immersive experience – we know good design feeds the senses. We consider
each piece of furniture for its intrinsic value and how it engages with the
surrounding environment.
At home we wanted to celebrate family and the social. Living with chairs of organic
functionality, you feel supported and comfortable. Hans J. Wegner’s CH25 lounge
chair is such a wonderful addition to our living space: the oak is tactile and aging
beautifully from natural oils as we use it. It helps to ground us and bring us closer
to nature.
Louisa Grey
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Marble brings natural grain and material combined
with a practical surface. Having a variety of textures changes
the pace of different areas and humanizes the space.

My background is in weaving, so I’m drawn to the natural woven
seat of Wegner’s CH25 lounge chair. I often sit in the chair and find this
very restorative and supportive.

16
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Our kitchen space is a hub for many social gatherings, from weekend yoga
to helloing sessions. The natural warmth of the douglas fir and its noise-calming
qualities are specific wellness attributes we apply to our projects. I combined Wegner’s
CH46 and CH47 dining chairs in the natural oak and black to mix the tones
and add some depth amongst the pale palette.

Photography by Veerle Evens, The Modern House, Carl Bertram and Michael Sinclair
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ANNUAL BOOK OF FURNITURE

Our Materials
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M AT ER I A L S M AT T ER

Carl Hansen & Søn makes furniture that lasts for generations, developing patina
and becoming more beautiful as it ages. Every piece of our furniture has a story
beginning at the core with the materials it is made from. They must be of the
highest quality and milled or manufactured with the same passion, innovation and
commitment to sustainability as we have.
For us it is important to have long-standing relationships with our suppliers and
that we share the same values and dedication to the highest standards.
Working together, we secure the right wood, textile or leather for the right
piece and to offer our customers a diverse range of options.
Wood is our great passion. Apart from classic Scandinavian wood such as oak,
beech and ash, we also use cherry, walnut and teak. Most wood
comes from forests that are 150 to 200 years old and we go
to great lengths to source the perfect pieces.
We have developed a unique collection of fine leathers in partnership with
Europe’s leading leather suppliers that can be sculpted or shaped into
sophisticated furniture.
We choose our materials carefully for strength and durability but also for tactility,
elegance, and the feelings they evoke. We want people to see, feel and even smell
the materials. By using natural materials like wood, leather and wool,
we want our furniture to give a sense of comfort and permanence.
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T he C hair s

Materials Matter
Paper cord is as durable and natural as the wood it is woven around.
The envelope woven seat of Hans J. Wegner’s CH24 Wishbone chair
takes a skilled craftsperson about one hour to weave using
120 meters of paper cord.
24
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One of the very first models Hans J. Wegner designed
exclusively for Carl Hansen & Søn, the CH24, or Wishbone Chair,
has been in continuous production since 1950.

C H2 4
WI SHB ONE C H A IR

This chair’s lightness and sculptural shape capture the very essence of
modern Danish design, timelessness and universal appeal.

With a form that is uniquely its own, the iconic Wishbone Chair

The hand-woven seat alone takes a skilled craftsman about

by Wegner holds a special place in the world of modern design.

one hour to create using approximately 120 meters of paper
cord, the impressive durability of which makes the chair

When developing the CH24, Wegner experimented with

strong and long-lasting. The Wishbone Chair offers comfort

combining the back- and armrest into a single piece. To

and stability as well as satisfying aesthetic desires for

give stability to the steam-bent top and ensure comfortable

distinctive, elegant form.

support, Wegner developed the characteristic Y-shaped back
that the Wishbone Chair is named after.

Over time, the Wishbone Chair has gained recognition as the
ideal chair, capturing the essence of modern Danish design.

CH327 DINING TABLE

CH24 WISHBONE CHAIR

NUP004 WOODLINES

Tabletop and legs: Oak, oil

Frame: Oak, soap. Seat: Natural paper cord

Rug: White with black lines

More than 100 steps are required to manufacture each
Wishbone Chair, most of which are carried out by hand.
27

CH24 WISHBONE CHAIR
Frame: Beech, natural white. Seat: Natural paper cord
Frame: Beech, red brown. Seat: Natural paper cord
Frame: Beech, black. Seat: Natural paper cord

CH24 WISHBONE CHAIR
Frame: Walnut, oil. Seat: Natural paper cord
CH327 DINING TABLE
Tabletop: Walnut, oil. Legs: oak, oil
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First introduced in 1950, the CH23 dining chair features organic
contours and a clean expression, demonstrating young Hans J. Wegner’s
unique design approach and insightful craftsmanship.

C H2 3

The reassuring feel of natural materials and the loving touch of expert hands
are evident in this chair. A closer look reveals many crafted details.

The CH23 dining chair was one of the first chairs Wegner

Although the CH23 may appear uncomplicated at first

designed exclusively for Carl Hansen & Søn in 1950,

glance, it incorporates many fine, sophisticated details,

alongside the CH22 lounge chair, the CH24 Wishbone Chair,

among them the elegant cruciform cover caps in the

the CH25 lounge chair, and the CH26 dining chair. The

backrest, a unique hand-woven seat and arched rear legs

pieces were not only unique, but also set new standards for

that ensure optimal stability. True to Wegner’s original

modern furniture design with their artistic expression and

working drawing, Carl Hansen & Søn relaunched the CH23

ergonomic forms.

in 2017, once again making the first masterpiece part of
the collection.

30

CH23 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Oak, oil. Back: Walnut, oak, oil. Seat: Natural paper cord
Frame: Oak, soap. Seat: Natural paper cord
CH327 DINING TABLE
Tabletop and legs: Oak, oil
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CH23 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Walnut, oil. Seat: Natural paper cord
Frame: Oak, oil. Back: Walnut, oak, oil. Seat: Natural paper cord

CH23 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Oak, oil. Back: Walnut, oak, oil. Seat: Natural paper cord
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The CH26 dining chair by Hans J. Wegner finally came to life in 2016.
The chair is the reimagined version of a design Wegner had made exclusively
for Carl Hansen & Søn in 1950.

C H2 6

An elegant chair that is made to last with curved, organic shapes,
natural materials and exceptional craftsmanship.

The CH26 dining chair by Wegner was put into production

Yet he never actually manufactured a mock-up of the chair

by Carl Hansen & Søn in close collaboration with the

and it remained unknown to the public for decades. In 2016,

Hans J. Wegner Design Studio and in exact accordance

Carl Hansen & Søn brought the CH26 design to life.

with Wegner’s original working drawing.
The CH26 dining chair closely resembles the lounge version

CH339 DINING TABLE
Tabletop and legs: Oak, oil

The chair is part of a series of iconic chairs Wegner created

with its organic shapes, refined back and hand-woven seat,

CH26 DINING CHAIR

for Carl Hansen & Søn. The first of this series was the CH22

and features proportions ideal for longer periods of sitting

Frame: Oak, oil. Back and arm: Walnut, oil. Seat: Natural paper cord

lounge chair – Wegner also created a design for translating

at a dining table or a desk.

Frame: Oak, oil. Seat: Natural paper cord

the lounge chair’s form into a dining chair, the CH26.

NUP004 WOODLINES
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Rug: White with black lines

35

CH26 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Oak, black. Seat: Black paper cord

An artful fusion of wood and steel, Hans J. Wegner’s versatile CH88 chair epitomizes
his characteristically playful approach to design and materials.

CH88

An experimental mix of materials meet in a carefully
considered design with a personal expression.

Although known for his work in wood throughout his career,

Versatile and elegant, with a simple, stackable design

Wegner often explored the limits and potential of other

that seamlessly joins wood and industrial steel, the CH88

materials. The CH88 is a testament to his skill in this realm.

showcases Wegner’s skill in lending softness to minimalist
forms. The steel frame supports an oval wooden seat and a

Wegner originally developed the CH88 as a prototype with
colored legs for the international Helsingborg Exhibition
of 1955 in Sweden. In 2014, Carl Hansen & Søn brought the
chair into production for the first time in celebration of
Wegner’s centennial.
38

steam-bent backrest with elegantly upturned ends forming
a natural resting place for the arms.

CH88 DINING CHAIR
Back: Oak, oil. Seat: Sif 90 leather. Legs: Stainless steel
Back: Beech, white. Seat: Canvas 124. Legs: Stainless steel
CH327 DINING TABLE
Tabletop: Oak, oil. Legs: Oak, oil
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CH88 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Black powder-coated steel. Back: Beech, black. Seat: Clara 188

CH338 DINING TABLE
Tabletop and legs: Oak, oil
CH88 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Stainless steel. Back: Beech, white. Seat: Fiord 821
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Frame: Black powder-coated steel. Back: Beech, black. Seat: Clara 188

Hans J. Wegner designed the stackable Elbow Chair in 1956.
After crafting two prototypes, he set the production-intensive chair design
aside in his archives, where it remained for nearly half a century.

C H2 0
ELB OW C H A IR

Frozen in time for almost half a century, this classic design
proudly sees the light of day, for work or relaxation.

When Carl Hansen & Søn put the Elbow Chair into

and lower back support and enables a variety of sitting

production for the first time in 2005, the design quickly

positions. The chair’s unique rail construction under

established its position as a modern classic, winning the

the seat in form-pressed veneer adds optimal stability

ICFF Editors’ Award in New York in the same year.

in combination with a light and floating expression above
the legs.

The Elbow Chair’s characteristic steam-bent backrest,
crafted from a single piece of solid wood, provides arm

CH20 ELBOW CHAIR
Frame: Oak, oil. Seat: Thor 307 leather
CH338 DINING TABLE

42

Tabletop and legs: Oak, oil

43

Inviting, organic contours and clean lines keep this classic
Hans J. Wegner design as relevant and modern as ever.

CH33

Less becomes more as superior comfort and elegant lines elevate
shared moments into truly memorable experiences.

CH33 DINING CHAIR

Designed for Carl Hansen & Søn in 1957, Wegner’s CH33 chair

forms. The tapered legs and crosspieces are thickest where

was subsequently in production for ten consecutive years and

they need to support load-bearing joints and become more

was reintroduced in 2012.

slender when the design allows.

The chair’s light, graceful silhouette exemplifies many

With clear references to the clean lines of the 1950s and 60s

elements typical of Wegner’s best designs. It epitomizes

and a beautiful wooden construction with a warm, human

organic simplicity, with every part employing gently rounded

feel, the CH33 is an ideal fit for contemporary interiors.

Frame: Oak, oil. Seat and back: Walnut, oil
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Hans J. Wegner’s clean and simple CH36 and CH37 dining chairs
are as comfortable to sit in as they are beautiful to behold.

C H 3 6 / C H 37

Pure craftsmanship and careful consideration for every detail
are clear to see in these beautifully designed chairs.

Simple, functional, and thoughtfully made, the 1962

curved at the top than at the bottom to enhance back

CH36 chair and CH37 armchair demonstrate the influence

support. The overall expression is completed with the

American Shaker furniture principles and craftsmanship

frame and hand-woven seat in durable paper cord.

had on Wegner’s aesthetic.
The carefully considered design of the CH36 chair and
The legs taper off slightly toward the floor, creating an

CH37 armchair offers a light expression combined with

elegant appearance. The backrest is significantly more

a sturdy construction to comfortably seat generations.

46

CH36 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Oak, white oil. Seat: Natural paper cord
CH37 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Oak, black. Seat: Black paper cord
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Hans J. Wegner designed the Sawbuck Chair for Carl Hansen & Søn in 1952,
inspired by the simple sawbucks or saw horses traditionally used by carpenters and woodcutters.

C H2 9
S AWBUC K C H A IR

The ‘Sawbuck’ craftsman’s tool is the functional origin of this classic chair,
yet its form is the very essence of lightness and style.

CH29 SAWBUCK CHAIR
Frame: Beech, soap. Seat: Thor 301 leather
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The Sawbuck Chair, designed by Wegner, has clean, simple

The stylish chair was taken out of production in the 1970s

lines and a unique construction. The seat is significantly

and relaunched 20 years later at the suggestion of Wegner’s

wider at the front, and – along with the slightly reclined back

daughter Marianne, becoming an immediate success thanks

– is beautifully crafted to ingeniously enchance comfort.

to its organic, comfort-driven design and unique aesthetic.
49

Beautiful examples of Hans J. Wegner’s Shaker influences, the CH46 and CH47 chairs
combine organic materials and shapes into statement minimalist forms.

C H 4 6 / C H 47

The superbly crafted, graceful curves of these classic Wegner chairs
allow for great comfort and hours of sitting pleasure.

CH47 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Oak, black. Seat: Natural paper cord

From entryways to dining rooms, waiting rooms to

share a lightly reclined composition that gives the overall

conference rooms, these elegant 1965 chair designs

form a dynamic expression. This sculptural back design,

CH46 DINING CHAIR

showcase Wegner’s affinity for functional, elegant

together with the hand-woven paper cord seats, ensure

Frame: Oak, black. Seat: Black paper cord

simplicity. Both the CH46 armchair and the CH47 chair

a comfortable sitting experience.

50

Frame: Oak, soap. Seat: Natural paper cord

Simple and practical, this compact bar stool, designed by Hans J. Wegner in 1985,
combines solid wood, leather and stainless steel to beautiful effect.

C H5 6 / C H5 8

A functional, minimalist bar stool combining modern expression
with effortless movement and versatility.

CH56 BARSTOOL
Seat: Sif 92 leather. Legs: Walnut, oil. Footrest: Stainless steel

Decades later, it remains an ideal fit for modern kitchens,

The CH56 and CH58 bar stools are light and easy to move

creating an inviting and stylish gathering spot with its soft,

around a room. The metal ring ensures both stability and

organic silhouette and comfortable leather-upholstered

comfort for resting your feet. Simply choose the height

seat. The design is available in two sizes to suit various

best suited to your needs.

functions and interiors: the taller, bar-height CH56 and
the smaller, counter-height CH58.
52
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Mogens Koch’s Folding Chair – a tribute to the classic
director’s chair – made its debut in 1932.

MK9 9 2 0 0
F OLDING C H A IR

There when needed, swiftly folded away when not. Feel supported by
the elegant simplicity of this highly functional folding chair.

Koch designed the chair for a supplemental church seating

Uniquely self-stabilizing – the act of sitting in the chair gives

contest, reinterpreting the traditional folding stool archetype

it stability – the Folding Chair continues to appeal to design

by pairing easy folding functionality with modern aesthetics.

aficionados seeking to balance singular form and comfort
with space constraints.

The forward-thinking concept was deemed too radical in
its expression at the time of its inception. In the 1960s,

The chair offers an elegant alternative to traditional guest

however, the chair began to attract design connoisseurs and

seating, and is easy to set up and pack away thanks to Koch’s

gain popularity, and soon went into serial production.

ingeniously simple folding mechanism.

54

MK99200 FOLDING CHAIR
Frame: Oak, oil. Seat and back: Canvas. Armstrap: Saddle leather
MK98860 FOLDING TABLE
Table top: Oak, oil. Base: Oak. oil
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The light and elegant PK1 – Poul Kjærholm’s first dining chair – was designed
in 1955 and marked the beginning of an impressive career.

PK1

Kjærholm’s endless exploration of lightness and form are beautifully
captured in every detail of this comfortable chair.

With function and clarity as his hallmarks, Kjærholm

including the precise weaving of 55 meters of flag halyard.

became known as one of the most uncompromising

The pairing of the organic flag halyard with a dynamic steel

furniture designers of his generation, as well as one

frame results in exceptional comfort and visual lightness,

of the finest representatives of modernism.

making the stackable chair an ideal fit for both classic and
modern interiors.

The PK1 serves as an outstanding example of Kjærholm’s

PK1 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Stainless steel. Seat and back: Wicker

56

unique ability to realize the full potential of his chosen

The chair is also available with a hand-woven wicker seat

materials, and demonstrates his search for authenticity

and back, crafted from the stem of the climbing palm. In

and perfection in form, function, and execution. A complex

keeping with the designer’s ethos, this wicker option is

design with a straightforward, minimalist expression, the

designed to wear well, and will develop a beautiful patina

PK1 is brought to life through highly skilled craftsmanship,

over time.

57

PK1 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Black powder-coated steel. Seat and back: Natural flag halyard
Frame: Black powder-coated steel. Seat and back: Black flag halyard

The result of Carl Hansen & Søn’s first collaboration with EOOS in 2015 was a dining chair so novel
and expressive, it easily functions as a stand-alone, sculptural addition to any interior.

E005
EMBR AC E A R MC H A IR

Enjoy superior comfort with this modern and inviting blend
of skillfully sculpted organic and soft materials.

The Embrace Armchair unites the Austrian design trio’s

serving as an essential element of the overall silhouette

strong sense of modern aesthetics with Carl Hansen &

rather than appendages to the upholstered upper section.

Søn’s century-old tradition of quality craftsmanship and

The back of the frame, composed of three pieces assembled

outstanding comfort.

in classic finger joints, is especially striking.

E005 EMBRACE ARMCHAIR
Frame: Oak, black. Seat and back: Hallingdal 126. Edging: Black

To achieve a precise yet relaxed expression, EOOS paired

A soft, three-dimensional cushion functions as seat,

soft, modern upholstery with a classic, light, solid wood

back and armrests, embracing the wooden structure and

frame. The wooden structure is continuous, with the legs

appearing to float within the frame.

60

Frame: Oak, black. Seat and back: Fiord 981. Edging: Black
PK52 PROFESSOR TABLE
Tabletop: Oak, black. Legs: Black powder-coated steel

61

A sculptural collection designed to suit many different needs and spaces,
this extensive series is the work of American designer Brad Ascalon.

BA101 PRELUDIA TABLE
Tabletop: Laminate, black. Legs: Oak, black
BA003S PRELUDIA CHAIR SLED
Back: Oak, lacquer. Seat: Fiord 511. Legs: Black powder-coated steel
BA003T PRELUDIA CHAIR SLED
Seat and back: Oak, lacquer. Legs: Black powder-coated steel

PR ELUDI A C H A IR S

Part of a suite of pared-back and contemporary pieces, the Preludia chair
collection offers a minimalist take on comfort.

The Preludia chair collection is the result of

intended for both residential and professional use, the 3D

Carl Hansen & Søn’s first collaboration with celebrated

veneer seats are conceived to follow the curve of the human

New York-based designer Brad Ascalon, who looked to

body for comfort. In addition, every chair in the range is

the Danish mid-century masters for his inspiration.

stackable, making the collection a practical choice for

Designed to deliver functionality, variety, quality, style

modern life, whether in the workplace or the home.

and comfort, the series is also typical of Ascalon’s modern,
minimalist aesthetic.

Incredibly versatile, the chair collection consists of a
large number of variations, including versions with steel

‘Reductive’ is how the designer describes his approach,

four-leg and sled bases, different finishes and upholstery

which strives for uncomplicated, rational solutions that

fabrics, and well as bar stool options – all of which can be

balance form and function. These designs are no exception:

customized to suit a range of requirements.
63

BA004T PRELUDIA BAR CHAIR
Seat and back: Walnut, lacquer. Legs: Black powder-coated steel

BA002T PRELUDIA CHAIR 4-LEGS

Seat and back: Beech, lacquer. Legs: Chrome

Seat and back: Beech, lacquer. Legs: Chrome

BA004S PRELUDIA BAR CHAIR

Seat and back: Oak, black. Legs: Black powder-coated steel

Back: Walnut, lacquer. Seat: Thor 301 leather. Legs: Black powder-coated steel

BA002F PRELUDIA CHAIR 4-LEGS

BA001S PRELUDIA CHAIR WOOD

Back: Oak, lacquer. Seat: Fiord 151. Legs: White powder-coated steel

Seat and back: Fiord 591. Legs: Black powder-coated steel

Back and legs: Oak, black. Seat: Thor 301 leather

BA004S PRELUDIA BAR CHAIR

BA003T PRELUDIA CHAIR SLED

BA001T PRELUDIA CHAIR WOOD

Seat and back: Fiord 171. Legs: White powder-coated steel

Seat and back: Oak, lacquer. Legs: Black powder-coated steel

Back and seat: Oak, lacquer. Legs: Oak, lacquer

T he Table s

Materials Matter
Oak makes strong and alluring furniture with natural variations
that add depth and personality. The oak we use is between 150 and
250 years old, sustainably milled in European forests.
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Hans J. Wegner designed this beautiful,
solid wood table concept in 1962.

C H 3 37 / C H 3 3 8 / C H 3 3 9

The eye of a master has created effortless variety and choice
for a range of dining needs in all kinds of spaces.

CH338 DINING TABLE
Oak, oil

Ideal for everyday use and for entertaining, the tables

detailing, features an elliptical tabletop and rounded legs

– which come in three different sizes and are available with

that elegantly taper toward the floor.

CH24 DINING CHAIR

extension leaves – fit most spaces and easily adjust to any

Frame: Beech, natural white. Seat: Natural paper cord

occasion. The core design, characterized by its seamless

The natural variations in the solid wood tabletop add depth

fusion of organic, geometric forms and impeccable

and personality and make each table unique.

CH24 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Oak, oil. Seat: Natural paper cord
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Hans J. Wegner’s 1962 table exemplifies the way that dedication to craftsmanship
can fulfill the inherent promise of a great designer’s work.

CH327

Experience Wegner’s delicate yet confident touch with elegant
edges and a sharp eye for each intricate detail.

CH327 DINING TABLE
Tabletop and legs: Oak, white oil

The solid-wood tabletop is made from hardwood staves that

thanks to its ingenious rail construction, making the design

run the entire length of the table, resulting in a harmonious

seem incredibly lightweight. An alluring dining table, the

surface. The tabletop appears to float above the frame

CH327 can also serve as a beautiful desk or conference table.
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CH36 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Oak, white oil. Seat: Natural paper cord
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Designed in 1982, this series of minimalist, versatile dining tables
captures Hans J. Wegner’s visionary design approach, excelling in contemporary
spaces that require flexible solutions.

CH002 / CH006

A table series that adapts effortlessly to any environment with grace and ease.
The perfect balance of form and function.

CH002 DINING TABLE

Highlighting Wegner’s attention to detail and focus on

spacious settings – come equipped with generous hinged

Tabletop and legs: Oak, oil

function, the clean, intelligent design offers numerous

leaves at both ends that easily lift up to accommodate

options for creating the optimal size and look for any

guests. The solid wood design pairs elegantly with Wegner’s

interior. The two tables – the CH002 for smaller

dining chairs, taking on a different and individual expression

environments such as kitchens and the CH006 for more

depending on the chair, wood type, and finish chosen.

CH88 DINING CHAIR
Back and seat: Beech, grass green. Frame: Black powder-coated steel
Back and seat: Beech, petrol green. Frame: Black powder-coated steel
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Hans J. Wegner’s 1960 CH388 dining table offers a beautiful example of the visionary
experimentation that characterized much of the designer’s work in the 1960s.

CH388

For everyone passionate about design and quality, this carefully constructed
piece will make a clear statement in any contemporary space.

In this pared-down, dynamic design, Wegner paired a solid

The round tabletop is available in solid oak, either as a

CH388 DINING TABLE

wood tabletop with elegant stainless steel legs and a unique

single piece or a split tabletop that opens in the middle

Tabletop: Oak, oil. Frame: Stainless steel

steel frame, the industrial lower half visually anchoring the

to accommodate insert leaves, making it easy to adjust to

top. The resulting minimalist, visually engaging composition

any need.

CH24 WISHBONE CHAIR
Frame: Beech, steel blue. Seat: Natural paper cord

continues to feel quintessentially modern half a century later.
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The CH322 dining table, designed in 1960, is one of the fortuitous results of
Hans J. Wegner’s experimentation with combinations of wood and stainless steel.

CH322

Feel the strength of a well-crafted table made from natural materials
that can be expanded for a variety of needs and spaces.

CH322 DINING TABLE
Tabletop: Oak, soap. Legs: Stainless steel

Exemplifying Wegner’s deep understanding of his materials

The CH322 can be lengthened with up to four extension

CH88 DINING CHAIR

and their possibilities, as well as his ability to balance form

leaves that maintain the natural wood grain running across

and function, the CH322 table serves as a sculptural and

the table. This feature ensures long, beautiful lines that add

versatile addition to any contemporary interior.

elegance to the overall design aesthetic.

Backrest: Oak, oil. Seat: Thor 301 leather. Legs: Stainless steel
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Created for an exhibition in 1950, Børge Mogensen’s Hunting Table
exemplifies the Golden Age of Danish Design.

BM116 0
HUN T ING TA BLE

With its elegant, organic form and functionalist construction, this timeless
design is the result of exquisite craftsmanship.

Once a student of Kaare Klint, Børge Mogensen is one of

the table’s form is simple yet elegant. Its slim veneer

the most influential designers from the period now dubbed

tabletop features rounded corners with edges in solid wood,

the Golden Age of Danish Design. Throughout his career,

while signature mortise and tenon joints on the angled

he drew on classical aesthetics while combining functional

trestle legs accentuate its high-quality construction.

principles with clean and accessible design. Originally
created in 1950 for the Copenhagen Cabinetmakers’

Despite the lightness of the design, the Hunting Table is

Guild Furniture Exhibition – for which a ‘Hunting Cabin’

incredibly stable due to its diagonal brace bars, which are

theme was chosen – the BM1160 Hunting Table embodies

mounted between the frame and the tabletop – a utilitarian

Mogensen’s functionalist approach.

detail that both honors the inspiration and reflects
Mogensen’s flair for balancing aesthetics and functionality

Demonstrating the designer’s strong affection for wood, his

with aplomb.

BM1160 HUNTING TABLE
Table top: Oak, oil. Frame: Oak, oil
PK1 DINING CHAIR
Frame: Stainless steel. Seat and back: Wicker

architectural expertise and his keen eye for craftsmanship,
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BM1160 HUNTING TABLE

BM1160 HUNTING TABLE

Table top: Walnut, oil. Frame: Walnut, oil

Table top: Oak, oil. Frame: Oak, oil
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In 1955, Poul Kjærholm developed a table concept for
the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts that would change the course of his career.

PK52A STUDENT TABLE
Tabletop: Gray laminate. Frame: Black-lacquered steel
PK1 DINING CHAIR
Seat and back: Natural flag halyard. Frame: Stainless steel

PK 5 2

Designed to inspire with strong, striking lines and exceptional details.
This table encourages endless creation and enjoyment.

Drawing on his cabinetmaking experience, Kjærholm

as one of the world’s leading furniture designers. The

developed a new table structure that showcased his mastery

modern, highly versatile PK52 table is ideal for dining,

of steel and wood – and highlighted his signature ability to

seating larger groups and serving as an inviting focal point

unite traditional craftsmanship and industrial design.

for social gatherings. The PK52’s unique, reversible tabletop
comes in Oregon pine, oak veneer, or a laminate version with

This design laid the groundwork for Kjærholm’s pioneering

black and gray sides for easy décor changes. The PK52 also

role in Danish functionalism – and established his reputation

makes an excellent desk or worktable in a studio or office.
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BA103 PRELUDIA ROUND TABLE
Tabletop: Black laminate. Legs: Oak, black
BA002T PRELUDIA CHAIR 4-LEGS
Seat and back: Oak, black. Legs: Black powder-coated steel

Clean, graphic and unified, Brad Ascalon’s Preludia table collection is highly versatile,
designed to fit harmoniously into any environment.

PR ELUDI A TA BLE S

Effortlessly contemporary and incredibly hardwearing, the innovative Preludia table
designs are rooted in the Danish tradition of expert craftsmanship.

Longevity and craftsmanship are some of the core principles

that defines the rest of the series, featuring solid-wood

of Brad Ascalon’s work. The New York-based designer

frames, laminate tabletops, and cast-aluminum corner

shuns trends and instead looks to traditional methods and

joints that ensure long-lasting appeal.

materials, employing both in his innovative approach to
design: an ideal collaborator for Carl Hansen & Søn.

Extensive customization options allow the entire collection
to be tailored to suit various spaces and requirements

Ascalon’s range of Preludia tables has been designed for

for optimal versatility. Choose from dining table and bar

both private and public use. With strong silhouettes, a

heights, as well as round, square or rectangular variants.

graphic quality and a robust construction, the pieces are

The tables are available in black or white laminate, while

as suited to a busy workplace as they are a family home.

optional chair hangers can be built in beneath the tabletop

The designs share the same clean and unified expression

for added convenience.
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BA102 PRELUDIA BAR TABLE
Tabletop: White laminate. Legs: Oak, lacquer

BA102 PRELUDIA BAR TABLE
Tabletop: White laminate. Legs: Oak, lacquer
BA004T PRELUDIA BAR CHAIR
Seat and back: Oak, lacquer. Frame: White powder-coated steel. Seat and back: Beech, lacquer. Frame: Chrome
BA004S PRELUDIA BAR CHAIR
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Back: Oak, lacquer. Seat: Fiord 151. Legs: White powder-coated steel

In 2007, Strand + Hvass set out to design a table that would pay tribute to previous
masters while exploring new forms and structural directions.

SH9 0 0
E X T END TA BLE

A bold table that blends new and known materials to create
a novel take on functionalism. A true feast for the eyes.

SH900 EXTEND TABLE
Tabletop and legs: Oak, oil. Leaves: Black, honeycomb

The resulting Extend Table represents a new era of modern

the Extend Table simplifies table extension to an

Danish design with its minimalist, visually engaging

unprecedented degree, with a cleverly hidden foldout system

composition and integration of new structural possibilities.

providing easy access to built-in extensions leaves in a bold,

Featuring strong, clean lines, the table offers a perfect

modern black finish.

pairing of style and stability. Perhaps most importantly,
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T he Lounge C hair s

Materials Matter
Our upholstered furniture starts with a solid wooden frame for
strength and durability. We add high quality foam to shape the pieces and
upholster them in iconic woolen textiles that evoke both classic
elegance and contemporary appeal.
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Created in 1952, the masterfully designed CH71 lounge chair is a testament to
Hans J. Wegner’s unparalleled understanding of woodworking and upholstery.

C H71
LOUNGE C H A IR

This supremely comfortable lounge chair features a streamlined design that
is both neat and elegant: an ideal choice for a smaller space.

With its sculptural appeal and slender frame, the

an aesthetic that exudes both lightness and comfort. The

CH71 lounge chair has all the hallmarks of the ‘Master

upholstered armrests are finished with slim, solid-wood

of the Chair’. As well as being a skilled cabinetmaker,

handles, that are designed for resilience and make moving

Hans J. Wegner possessed an in-depth knowledge of

the chair easy and convenient.

upholstery techniques, which allowed him to conceive
designs that required expert craftsmanship in their creation.

Wegner had a special ability to create designs that were
modern and innovative, and yet had all the qualities of a

CH71 LOUNGE CHAIR

The designer gave much consideration to the CH71 lounge

timeless classic. As relevant today as it was in 1952, the

Body: Divina melange 120 / canvas 124. Legs and handles: Oak, soap

chair’s proportions, which is why this streamlined piece is

CH71 lounge chair has remained effortlessly contemporary

a good fit for even the smallest of corners. The cushioned

throughout the decades.

curves wrap snugly around the angular frame, achieving
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CH71 LOUNGE CHAIR AND CH72 SOFA
Body: Canvas 794 / canvas 794. Legs and handles: Walnut, oil

CH71 LOUNGE CHAIR
Body: Divina melange 120 / canvas 124. Legs and handles: Oak, soap
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Now considered one of Hans J. Wegner’s most iconic and groundbreaking works,
the Shell Chair patiently waited for the spotlight for a number of decades.

CH07
SHELL C H A IR

Wegner’s architectural expertise and absolute determination
create the ultimate sense of proportion and balance.

When Wegner unveiled the design in 1963, many critics

and upholstery, cradling the user in generous comfort.

loved the avantgarde look, but the general public was more

The chair’s legs are crafted in form-pressed veneer, with

reluctant to accept its distinctive expression. Mixed reviews

the front legs made from a single piece, and all three legs

in the 1960s resulted in very limited production, but when

splitting at their highest point, before coming back together

Carl Hansen & Søn reintroduced the Shell Chair in 1998, it

and curving sharply downwards. This unique construction

immediately won broad public admiration.

adds stability to the light and distinctive form.

The design’s floating lightness is achieved through its

The Shell Chair is a clear manifestation of Wegner’s

wing-like seat and three arched legs. The chair’s signature

belief that a chair should have no back side and should be

seat and backrest are created from form-pressed veneer

beautiful from all sides and angles.
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CH07 SHELL CHAIR
Frame: Walnut, oil. Back and seat: Thor 301 leather

CH445 WING CHAIR
Body: Canvas 2 566. Legs: Stainless steel
CH446 FOOTSTOOL
Seat: Canvas 2 566. Legs: Stainless steel

Hans J. Wegner’s Wing Chair takes us on a fascinating journey
through the talented designer’s skills and aesthetics.

CH4 45
WING C H A IR

Distinctive to the eye with its complexity hidden beneath the surface, this unique
design makes a bold statement while providing supreme comfort

Wegner built the fully upholstered easy chair on a solid

head. The slender legs, higher at the front than the back,

beech frame that rests upon stainless steel legs. The

give the chair the ideal pitch.

composition showcased his excellent understanding
of material and structural dynamics and resulted in a

Designed in 1960, the Wing Chair was originally produced

dramatic, sculptural silhouette with instant visual appeal.

in very limited numbers, but relaunched in 2006 based on
Wegner’s original design.

The true beauty of this sophisticated work, however, lies
beneath the surface. Hidden out of view is a seat and

The Wing Chair is available with the matching CH446

backrest design that enables a variety of positions, always

footstool for added comfort.

providing superb support for the back, shoulders, neck and
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CH445 WING CHAIR
Body: Canvas 794. Legs: Stainless steel
Body: Divina melange 180. Legs: Stainless steel

Designed in 1960, Hans J. Wegner’s stunning Oculus Chair
went into production half a century later.

CH468
OC ULUS C H A IR

A mystery for many years, this chair is now an iconic and irresistible
invitation to luxurious relaxation and enjoyment.

In examining the vast archives of the Hans J. Wegner Design

made the Oculus Chair an instant favorite. The chair’s

Studio, Carl Hansen & Søn came across a clay model of a

curved, oversized backrest and large, sloping armrests

previously unknown lounge chair, along with photos of an

create an inviting nook for relaxation and provide a dramatic

early prototype. A later discovery of Wegner’s drawings of the

contrast to the lightweight stainless steel legs. The bold

chair enabled production to begin in 2010 in accordance with

silhouette can serve as the centerpiece of any room on its

the designer’s original vision.

own, and functions well in groups.

CH468 OCULUS CHAIR
Body: Clara 2 793. Legs: Stainless steel

“Oculus,” Latin for eye, refers to the eye-like shape in the
upholstery of the chair’s back. The pairing of an unusual
design with a supremely comfortable, supportive structure

The Oculus Chair is available with the matching
CH446 footstool for added comfort.

CH415 COFFEE TABLE
Table top: Oak, oil. Legs: Stainless steel
NUP007 OCEANIA SEABED
Rug: Jade green, grey
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The CH22 was one of the first chairs in Hans J. Wegner’s debut collection created exclusively
for Carl Hansen & Søn in 1950 – a series that also included iconic designs such as
the Wishbone Chair and the CH25 lounge chair.

C H2 2

An early design that displays Wegner’s natural flair for honest craftsmanship
and passion for subtle intricacies in materials and techniques.

After several decades, Carl Hansen & Søn brought the

Today, while parts of the production process have been

intricately detailed CH22 back into production in 2016. The

modernized, the CH22 is still manufactured as it was when

lounge chair features Wegner’s characteristic armrests,

Wegner oversaw initial production at the Hansen family

an envelope-woven paper cord seat, and a distinctive back

facilities in 1950, with expert hand craftsmanship

shell in form-pressed veneer with striking oblong cover

employed from assembly through to surface treatment

caps. The chair’s refined joinery is evident in the finger-

and seat weaving.

jointed corners of the seat frame, with the front legs locking
into wooden wedges in a color contrasting that of the frame.

CH22 LOUNGE CHAIR
Frame: Oak, oil. Seat: Natural paper cord
CH417 TRAY TABLE
Table top: Smoked oak. Rim: Oak, oil. Base: Stainless steel
NUP003 WOODLINES
Rug: Charcoal with black lines
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The CH25 is one of the first four chairs Hans J. Wegner created exclusively for
Carl Hansen & Søn at the beginning of the collaboration in 1949. The chair, considered
revolutionary at the time, was put into production in 1950.

C H2 5

Many hours of skill and care have gone into creating this revered design icon
from Wegner’s uncompromising choice of materials.

CH25 LOUNGE CHAIR
Frame: Walnut, oil. Seat and back: Natural paper cord
CH417 TRAY TABLE
Table top: Smoked oak. Rim: Oak, oil. Base: Stainless steel
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The CH25 lounge chair, like many of Wegner’s other iconic

The CH25 lounge chair has remained tremendously popular

designs, is clean and simple in its distinctive shape. But

and has been in continuous production since 1950: a

it caused a stir due to Wegner’s choice of materials on

testament to Wegner’s visionary approach.

the backrest and seat. The woven paper cord, which was
developed during World War II, had not been used for

It takes a skilled craftsman 10 hours and approximately 400

furniture manufacturing before. However, Wegner was

meters of paper cord to complete one seat and backrest

enthusiastic about the material, and so were generations

by hand, using a particular technique to create the unique

after him.

weaving pattern.
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Hans J. Wegner’s CH28 lounge chair from 1951 is as functional as it is sculptural.
The chair, which was put into production the following year, is a carefully considered design
capturing many of the master’s signature elements.

C H2 8

Sharp and shapely lines contrast beautifully in this highly appealing chair.
Ease back in the comfort of its rounded edges and delicate touches.

CH28 LOUNGE CHAIR
Frame: Oak, oil. Seat and back: Walnut, oil
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The CH28 lounge chair – closely related to Wegner’s famous

caps that contrast with the grain of the wood, and the

Sawbuck Chair – is the essence of excellent craftsmanship

intriguing dynamic between the slender, sweeping seat,

and showcases Wegner’s dedication to finding the optimal

the curved backrest and the round legs. Rounded edges

balance of function and visually attractive form. Noteworthy

and delicate details create unparalleled comfort with a

details include elegantly rounded armrests, wooden cover

relaxed expression.
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With the heart of a cabinetmaker and the mind of a modern functionalist,
Hans J. Wegner continually pursued simplified forms and perfect functionality.

CH4 4

Simplicity perfected. This honest construction allows for complete
rest and contemplation in outstanding comfort.

The CH44 lounge chair from 1965 by Wegner is simplicity

American Shaker furniture principles, which also

perfected. The chair features his characteristic, visible

inspired the closely related CH46 and CH47 chairs.

joints between the front legs and armrests, with the

CH44 LOUNGE CHAIR
Frame: Oak, black. Seat: Black paper cord

armrests becoming taller and more slender as they reach

The CH44 lounge chair is crafted from solid wood and

the rear legs and thus elegantly strengthening the vertical

features a durable paper cord seat. It is available with

CH53 HIGH FOOTSTOOL

joint. The overall effect is striking and very comfortable.

optional seat and backrest cushions and the matching

Frame: Oak, black. Seat: Black paper cord

The simplicity of the lounge chair design was inspired by the

low CH53 footstool for added comfort.
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Captivated by the chairs an American cinematographer and his wife had used
on their African safari, Kaare Klint set out to transform the portable knockdown
archetype into an elegant design for modern interiors.

K K 47 0 0 0
S A FA R I C H A IR

From the wild plains of Africa to living rooms and hotels, this iconic design has come a long way.
Imagine great adventures in its simple yet sturdy construction.

KK47000 SAFARI CHAIR
Frame: Ash, oil. Seat, back and cushion: Natural Canvas. Armrest and legstraps: Natural saddle leather
KK97170 SAFARI FOOTSTOOL
Frame: Ash, oil. Seat: Natural canvas. Legstraps: Natural saddle leather

The Safari Chairs in the couple’s photos were likely based

Klint delved into simplifying, clarifying and refining the

on Indian Roorkhee Chairs used by the British military

chair’s composition, exhibiting his final Safari Chair design

– possibly the first examples of self-assembled furniture.

in 1933 at the Copenhagen Cabinetmakers’ Guild Exhibition.

The archetype featured glueless joints, tool-free assembly,

While inspired by its British predecessor, Klint’s

and an intelligent construction that caused the joints to

sophisticated, lightweight chair is defined by his signature

tighten when the chair was occupied, enhancing strength

systematic approach, fine craftsmanship, well-conceived

and stability.

proportions, and remarkable material effects.
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Ole Wanscher possessed a unique ability to add sculptural dimension
to his furniture, and his Beak Chair is no exception.

OW12 4
BE A K C H A IR

Classic methods, Mother Nature and an adventurous mind inspired this elegant chair.
Decades later, it is still eye-catching and inviting.

OW124 BEAK CHAIR

An elegant example of Wanscher’s refined design and bold

craftsmanship, as do the upholstered seat and back.

pushing of boundaries, the chair was also a testament to his

Reflecting Wanscher’s predilection for slender dimensions

masterful grasp of furniture-making.

and resilient shapes, the design features slim, gently

Frame: Oak, oil. Seat and back: Sif 95 leather
OW449 COLONIAL COFFEE TABLE
Tabletop and frame: Oak, oil

undulating elements that seamlessly unite in an organic
The Beak Chair’s distinctive appearance is thanks in part to the

flow. Only the armrest cover caps remain visible: a functional

beak-like armrests that inspired its name. This unique design

and decorative detail reminiscent of a bird’s eye.

feature demands carefully selected materials and exemplary
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Ole Wanscher’s Colonial Chair – a modern design with
historical roots that remains his most famous furniture work.

OW14 9
C OLONI A L C H A IR

Refined and luxurious all at once with contrasting forms and materials.
This stylish chair is a true pleasure to experience.

Known as a minimalist and functionalist, Wanscher also

roundwood timber, with the back legs curving gently

had a predilection for the slim and refined. Yet despite its

outward for added stability and a more refined silhouette.

slender dimensions, the Colonial Chair is very stable, its
strength lying in the carefully designed bracing.

Wanscher later designed the matching Colonial Sofa and
Colonial Coffee Table, creating the Colonial Series. The

The design’s sophisticated, slightly curved armrests rise
to a point before taking a turn downward – a trademark

Colonial Chair is available with the matching OW149F
footstool for added comfort.

OW149 COLONIAL CHAIR
Frame: Oak, oil. Cushions: Sif 98 leather
OW149 COLONIAL FOOTSTOOL
Frame: Oak, oil. Cushions: Sif 98 leather

Wanscher feature. The front and back legs are made of
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The mounting interest in Frits Henningsen’s work in recent years
points to the timelessness of his aesthetic values and design approach.

F H 419
HER I TAGE C H A IR

Drawing from global inspiration, this early design with its matching
footstool embodies relaxed sophistication.

Characterized by soft, elegant lines and high quality down

comfortable and inviting that it easily becomes the favorite

to the smallest detail, the Heritage Chair bears testimony

chair in any space.

to Henningsen’s constant pursuit of perfection.

FH419 HERITAGE CHAIR

The fully upholstered easy chair is built upon a meticulously
With this 1930 design, Henningsen drew on inspiration
from earlier style epochs, particularly French imperial

crafted, solid beech frame. It is available with the matching
FH420 footstool for added comfort.

Body: Canvas 124. Legs: walnut, oil
FH420 HERITAGE FOOTSTOOL
Seat: Canvas 124. Legs: Walnut, oil

and 17th-century British styles, to create a classic so
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As the last piece of furniture Frits Henningsen designed and produced,
the Signature Chair crowned his life’s work and consummated his legacy as one
of Denmark’s greatest furniture designers.

FH429
SIGN AT UR E C H A IR

Capturing a lifetime of work, this completely unique, exceptionally pure and
superbly crafted lounge chair is as easy on the eye as it is to relax in.

A cabinetmaker who held his profession to very high

Over the course of his career, Henningsen’s work evolved

standards, Henningsen always manufactured his own

towards increasing simplicity, with the Signature Chair

designs. He often began the process by creating a small

becoming his purest, most pared-down design. His interest

model – in this case, using modeling clay and toothpicks.

in achieving comfort and elegance through the use of

The frame was then manufactured in his Copenhagen

graceful, curved lines is apparent in this final project. Its

workshop, undergoing months of testing and adjustments

soft, inviting shapes and floating armrests create a simple,

before Henningsen was content with the result.

organic form that calls for quiet contemplation.

FH429 SIGNATURE CHAIR
Frame: Walnut, oil. Body: Sif 95 leather

After the chair was completed in 1954, fewer than 20 pieces

The Signature Chair is available with the matching FH430

were produced. Carl Hansen & Søn reintroduced the design

footstool for added comfort.

in 2015.
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Having changed the dining chair conversation with the uniquely enveloping
Embrace Chair in 2015, EOOS translated the design into the lounge category in 2016,
continuing Carl Hansen & Søn’s evolution while keeping strong ties to the original DNA.

E 015
EMBR AC E LOUNGE C H A IR

This modern blend of organic and soft materials is skillfully
sculpted to surround with supreme comfort.

The resulting Embrace Lounge Chair continues the

The Embrace Lounge Chair’s proportions, however, differ

Embrace story, but with key revisions to create the ultimate

significantly from its dining chair counterpart, influencing

relaxation experience.

the chair’s entire geometry. The lounge chair’s more padded
cushions achieve an even more enveloping feel, and create

E015 EMBRACE LOUNGE CHAIR AND EO16 FOOTSTOOL
Frame: Oak, black. Seat and back: Sif 98 leather

In both designs, the wooden structure is continuous, with

greater visual contrast between the soft upholstery and the

the legs serving as an essential element of the overall

simple wood frame.

silhouette, and the striking back featuring three pieces
assembled in classic finger joints. The seat, back and

The Embrace Lounge Chair is available with the matching

armrests are crafted from a single soft, three-dimensional

E016 footstool for added comfort.

cushion, its upholstery embracing the wooden structure
and appearing to float within the frame.
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In 2013, the acclaimed Japanese architect Tadao Ando designed
the Dream Chair for Carl Hansen & Søn as a tribute to Hans J. Wegner,
seeking to capture the sculptural minimalism that defined Wegner’s work.

TA 0 01
DR E A M C H A IR

This chair’s sculptural appeal is captivating and comforting all at once
– the perfect place to dream away the hours.

Residing at the intersection of art and design, the Dream Chair

three-dimensional veneer that can be curved along two

merges beauty and comfort as it invites relaxed reflection.

axles during the molding process.

True to Wegner’s mantra, the chair is designed to be enjoyed
from all angles, its form as captivating when viewed from

Pushing the size and curvature of the veneer sheet beyond

the front as from the sides and back. To create the necessary

what was thought possible, Ando succeeded in creating

characteristics of a chair from the fewest possible parts,

a form that is dreamlike both in its construction and its

Ando and the cabinetmakers at Carl Hansen & Søn used

soothing effect.

TA001 DREAM CHAIR
Frame: Oak, oil. Seat and back: Sif 92 leather
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Designed by Morten Gøttler in 1997, the Cuba Chair exemplifies contemporary
design with its ideal balance of form and function, and nods to previous masters
who experimented with elevating the folding chair concept.

MG5 01
C UB A C H A IR

This stylish lounge chair displays exquisite textures and natural materials.
Expert functionalism also make folding it away an absolute pleasure.

MG501 CUBA CHAIR

Taking extra seating to a new level, the Cuba Chair features

Ideal as an extra or a permanent fixture, the light and

a solid oak frame, with the cotton girths around the frame

flexible folding lounge chair can easily be hung on a

forming a comfortable seat and back and providing excellent

wall for convenient storage.

Frame: Oak, soap. Seat and back: Cotton webbing, natural

support as they gently follow the body’s contours.
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T he S of as & Day bed s

Materials Matter
Leather is a natural and authentic upholstery material. It is timeless
and durable and can be shaped or sculpted into sophisticated furniture.
We have created our own collection to suit different tastes and needs
from pleasantly uniform to uncoated and tactile.
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Designed by Hans J. Wegner in 1970, this series was relaunched in 2008
in celebration of Carl Hansen & Søn’s 100th anniversary.

C H101 – C H10 4
C H10 0 SER IE S

A highly geometric design that visually unifies natural and industrial
elements to remain relevant and inspiring decades later.

Comprising the CH101 lounge chair and three sofas,

frame, and the inherently industrial feel is offset by its

CH102-104, Wegner’s CH100 Series represents some of

elegant form.

the finest steel work of his career.
CH103 SOFA AND CH101 LOUNGE CHAIR
Frame: Stainless steel. Seat and back: Sif 92 leather
CH106 COFFEE TABLE
Tabletop: Clear glass. Frame: Stainless steel

The reversible cushions are made from a combination of
Every CH100 Series design is handcrafted, using a solid-

small foam pieces and down around a layer of foam, making

wood interior frame to enable the finest upholstery

them exceptionally comfortable.

methods. Stainless steel is used for the visible part of the
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CH72 SOFA
Body: Canvas 794 / canvas 794. Legs and handles: Walnut, oil

First presented in 1952 at the Danish Furniture Design exhibition in Copenhagen,
Hans J. Wegner’s CH72 sofa combines optimal comfort with enduring style.

CH417 TRAY TABLE
Table top: Smoked oak. Rim: Oak, oil. Base: Stainless steel

C H7 2 S OFA

The sculptural design of the expertly crafted CH72 sofa features an upholstered
frame and slender legs made from solid wood.

Designed and exhibited in 1952, Hans J. Wegner’s

the way the fabric meets the wood on the slender

two-seater CH72 sofa showcases an incredibly skillful

upholstered armrests. The sofa’s carefully considered

combination of form and function, with a slimline frame

construction ensures that its slim, angled legs are

that offers all the comfort of a larger design, while taking

incredibly strong, combining a light aesthetic with a

up very little space.

design that is built to stand the test of time.

It was the Danish cabinetmaker’s thorough understanding

Characterized by its small dimensions, a sculptural, fully

of craftsmanship and upholstery that paved the way for this

upholstered frame, a loose seat cushion, and elegant

exceedingly comfortable sofa, the design of which is brought

tapered legs in solid wood, the CH72 sofa is a joy to behold

to life with a series of complex techniques – in particular,

from any angle, making it ideal for an open-plan living space.
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CH71 LOUNGE CHAIR
Body: Divina melange 120 / canvas 124. Legs and handles: Oak, soap
CH72 SOFA
Body: Divina melange 120 / Divina melange 170. Legs and handles: Oak, soap
CH008 COFFEE TABLE TABLE
Table top: Oak, white oil. Table base: Oak, white oil

When Hans J. Wegner designed this sofa in 1965,
he merged new ideas for comfort with his signature emphasis on making
the structural elements visible – to impeccable results.

C H16 2 / C H16 3

This classic design with strong lines and visible construction
offers plenty of natural support and luxurious comfort.

Carl Hansen & Søn discovered the design in Wegner’s vast

Using down in sofas – a brand new idea at the time –

archives – and relaunched it in 2013.

enabled Wegner to infuse exceptional comfort into a fairly
geometric form.

Wegner’s unparalleled attention to detail is visible throughout,
as is his ability to transform functionally necessary elements

The enlarged wooden plugs in the armrests artfully conceal

into unique, essential aspects of the design.

screws that simplify reupholstering, while bringing attention
to the elegant frame construction. The sofa is available as

The sofa is built upon a solid wood frame, its vertical and
horizontal lines softened by upholstered cushions.
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CH008 COFFEE TABLE

the two-seater CH162 and three-seater CH163.
CH163 SOFA

Tabletop and legs: Walnut, oil

Frame: Walnut, oil

NUP003 WOODLINES

Seat and back: Sif 90 leather

Rug: Black with black lines

The minimalist Kastrup Series, designed by Hans J. Wegner, is part of the interior for
the seating areas at Copenhagen Airport. The elegant and comfortable design of the lounge
chair and sofas make attractive additions to home and lounge interiors.

C H 4 01 – C H 4 0 4
K A S T RUP SER IE S

Thoughts fly away in this beautifully designed series with balanced,
clean lines and distinctive material combinations.

With the Kastrup Series lounge seats, Wegner created a

the seat with a slender strip of stainless steel, thus creating

balanced expression pairing a cool tubular-steel design

an original design feature out of a functional necessity.

with organic shapes and sublime upholstery.
This construction also provides excellent durability,

CH403 KASTRUP SERIES
Frame: Stainless steel. Seat and back: Sif 95 leather
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All pieces, notable for their stainless steel legs, are crafted

making the chair and sofas well suited for generations of

using a solid wood interior frame to enable the finest

use in public spaces or private homes. The Kastrup Series

upholstery methods. The construction cleverly conceals the

is available as a single chair and as two-, three- and

mechanism by which the upholstered fabric is attached to

four-seat sofas.
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Ole Wanscher reimagined his popular Colonial Chair as a two-seater sofa.
Manufactured in very small quantities, the design was virtually unknown until Carl Hansen & Søn
launched the entire Colonial Series, including a coffee table, in 2015.

OW14 9 -2
C OLONI A L S OFA

Appreciate the intriguing contrast of slender wooden details
and comforting, upholstered cushions in this elegant sofa.

The Colonial Series’ name and styling reflect Wanscher’s

The slender dimensions are kept minimal, the design’s

fascination with 18th century English furniture design,

strength achieved instead through a well-conceived

which was often inspired by styles and materials used in

structure that includes double center legs for necessary

the colonies.

strength.
OW149-2 COLONIAL SOFA

Based on the same core design as the armchair, the

Wanscher’s trademark interpretation of classic shapes

Colonial Sofa communicates Wanscher’s fondness for

according to modern needs for functionality is evident in the

refined detailing. The sofa features a relatively simple

Colonial Sofa’s combination of a timeless expression and a

lattice construction, its elements supporting one another.

modern approach to materials and construction.
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Frame: Oak, oil. Cushions: Sif 98 leather
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Ole Wanscher originally designed the two-seater OW602 and three-seater
OW603 sofas as part of a complete living room set. They have since
become treasured classics.

OW 6 0 2 / OW 6 0 3

Experience a blend of influences from near and far in the superior
craftsmanship and comfort of these classic sofas.

OW603 SOFA
Seat and back: Thor 359 leather. Legs: Oak, soap
OW449 COLONIAL COFFEE TABLE
Tabletop and legs: Oak, oil
NUP003 WOODLINES

As with many of his other works, Wanscher found the

design, the sofas combine linear and organic forms to

inspiration for this series beyond the borders of his native

great modern effect. They continue to be crafted by hand

Denmark, merging elements of classic English and

over solid wood frames, carrying on Wanscher’s legacy

Oriental furniture to create a new expression.

of exacting craftsmanship.

Comfortable and elegant, with a clean and dynamic

Rug: Black with white lines
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Many of Ole Wanscher’s designs have become collector’s items by virtue
of their timeless simplicity and beautiful finishes. His distinctive daybed
and folding stool exemplify his creative vision and masterful touch.

OW15 0 DAY BED
OW 2 0 0 0 EGY P T I A N S T OOL

Create a new dynamic in any room with these iconic pieces, crafted from natural
materials that express a passion for exploration and original thought.

Intrigued and inspired by classic furniture, Wanscher

In Wanscher’s Egyptian Stool, we see the influence of

studied it wherever he went, incorporating the styles and

his travel outside of Denmark. While in Egypt, Wanscher

elements he felt best merged functionality and aesthetics

became fascinated with old seats of power, and in 1957

into his own work.

designed the elegant, lightweight Egyptian Stool with
Temple of Thebes furniture in mind.

The clean, classic daybed features a single long cushion
OW150 DAYBED

that appears to float above an angular, solid oak frame, but

The design eloquently nods to his source of inspiration,

Frame: Oak, soap. Cushion: Hallingdal 65 694

is in fact supported by a delicate yet strong cotton webbing.

yet is distinctly modern in its expression and construction.

Hand-sewn buttons create a simple square pattern that

The seat, crafted from saddle leather, easily collapses

accentuates the daybed’s geometric form, while an optional

into the chair when folded.

OW2000 EGYPTIAN STOOL
Seat: Black sattle leather. Legs: Oak, soap

bolster pillow enhances user comfort.
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T he C of f ee Table s

Materials Matter
Walnut lends depth and elegance to our furniture thanks to its
unique grain and distinctive color variations. The walnut we use is sourced
from American forests and is around 150 years old.
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Designed in 1954, Hans J. Wegner’s three-legged coffee table
has since become one of his most iconic works.

CH008

Graceful and useful, this coffee table series effortlessly complements
its surroundings with crafted details and a smooth, natural finish.

CH008 COFFEE TABLE
Tabletop and legs: Walnut, oil
CH25 LOUNGE CHAIR
Frame: Oak, black. Seat: Natural paper cord
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Wegner spared nothing in his pursuit of perfection – an

amount of time and effort to designing the tabletop as the

approach thoroughly exemplified by the CH008 coffee table.

frame that connects it to the three legs. The table works

Finding it as important to emphasize more hidden structural

beautifully with groups of other Wegner icons, particularly

parts as the key visible elements, Wegner devoted the same

his lounge chairs, and is available in three different sizes.
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The CH011 coffee table, designed by Hans J. Wegner in 1954, deftly combines utility
with a contemporary, stylish form that naturally complements its surroundings.

C H 011

A spacious coffee table with a sturdy construction and natural surface
for exploring different functionalities and displays.

CH011 COFFEE TABLE
Tabletop and legs: Oak, oil

Crafted from solid wood, with tapered legs that lend

and pairs well with most Wegner chairs. Wegner’s generous

lightness and gently curved elements throughout, this

tabletop offers an ideal spot for everything from books and

versatile rectangular table lends warmth to any space

laptops to cocktails and canapés.
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Hans J. Wegner’s 1970 reversible Tray Table stands out as a quintessential example of
his mindful approach to creating versatile, unique, and above all, functional design.

C H 417
T R AY TA BLE

Whether used for guests or for displaying beautiful objects,
the incredibly flexible and light Tray Table delivers in style.

CH417 TRAY TABLE
Table top: Smoked oak. Rim: Oak, oil. Base: Stainless steel
CH22 LOUNGE CHAIR
Frame: Oak, walnut, oil. Seat: Natural paper cord

The CH417 Tray Table combines two parts – a reversible

A single cut-out along the tray’s edge creates a convenient

round tray and a collapsible base – into a smart, easy-to-

handle, making it easy to carry and move, as well as

store solution that is at once light and sturdy; practical and

enabling the tabletop to be hung as a decorative piece.

elegant.
The rim is held together by a narrow piece of smoked oak
A natural oak rim contains the thin, laminate tray, which

wedged into its center: a classic example of the refined,

is available with Wegner’s original black and white sides

intelligent design details for which Wegner was well known.

or with light and smoked oak veneer sides.
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One of Hans J. Wegner’s later designs, created in 1990,
this coffee table shows Wegner at his minimalist best.

CH415 COFFEE TABLE
Tabletop: Oak, oil. Legs: Stainless steel
CH468 OCULUS CHAIR
Body: Clara 2 793. Legs: Stainless steel
NUP007 OCEANIA SEABED
Rug: Jade green, grey

C H 415

Small and lightweight, yet extremely sturdy – let this elegant
design gem find its perfect home in any space.

The CH415 coffee table pairs a solid wood tabletop

Like all Wegner tables, the CH415 can serve multiple

with slim stainless steel legs, underscoring Wegner’s

functions. When positioned and used as a coffee or side

career-long interest in working with and pairing

table, it works particularly well alongside Wegner’s iconic

different materials.

upholstered lounge chairs.
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Designed by Ole Wanscher when he developed a
two-seater version of his Colonial Chair – creating a harmonious
focal point for the entire Colonial Series.

OW4 4 9
C OLONI A L C OF F EE TA BLE

As an integral part of the Colonial furniture series, this coffee table
stands proud with elegant lines and an appealing aesthetic.

OW449 COLONIAL TABLE
Frame and tabletop: Oak, black
Frame and tabletop: Walnut, oil
OW149-2 COLONIAL SOFA
Frame: Oak, oil. Cushion: Sif 98 leather
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The Colonial Coffee Table communicates Wanscher’s desire

detailing, raised corners, and geometric aesthetic, the

to lend modern style and utility to classic objects.

table enhances contemporary settings with its understated,
thoroughly thought-through form.

Featuring a square veneer tabletop and framing that mirrors
that of the Colonial Chair and Colonial Sofa in its precise
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Light, clean, and intelligently constructed,
Mogens Koch’s 1960 Folding Table offers a stable, elegant extra surface.

MK9 8 8 6 0
F OLDING TA BLE

Every possible functionality has been thought of with this carefully constructed
coffee table – simply enjoy its elegance and ease.

MK98860 FOLDING TABLE

A testament to Koch’s dedication to systematic design with

The design adjusts to two heights to match varying needs.

ideal proportions, honed during his years with Kaare Klint,

To ensured that it would remain decorative even when

the table has an ideal surface width and width-to-depth

folded, Koch added a saddle leather strap that makes it

ratio, making it easy and comfortable to carry.

easy to hang flat on a wall.
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Tabletop and frame: Oak, oil
NUP004 WOODLINES
Rug: White with black lines
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Mogens Lassen first exhibited this round coffee table,
inspired by folding stands found in Tutankhamen’s tomb in 1922,
at the Copenhagen Cabinetmakers’ Guild Exhibition in 1940.

ML10 0 9 7
EGY P T I A N TA BLE

The beauty and organic lines of this functional coffee table do justice
to its complex origin of intricate study and foreign lands.

ML10097 EGYPTIAN TABLE

The elegant table easily collapses for storage with the

refinement of long-existing archetypes such as safari-style

release of a small brass sliding latch beneath the tabletop

knockdown chairs, British Windsor and Chippendale chairs,

– a flexible design that exemplifies the functionalism

and flexible, practical tables like the Egyptian Table.

inherent in classic furniture types.

Tabletop and frame: Oak, oil

These clear, proven furniture types appealed to mid-century
For Lassen and his contemporaries, function was

design and architecture visionaries, upholding their core belief

paramount. Their approach – strongly influenced by

that intelligent, purposeful design never goes out of style.

Kaare Klint – often began with the careful study and
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T he B ookc ase s & C abinet s

Materials Matter
Using quality wood for painted furniture ensures longevity and character.
Painting solid oak gives the pop of a color but you can still see and feel the
fibers of the wood whereas painted beech has a smooth surface.
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Though its stylish exterior exudes modern simplicity,
a closer look at Hans J. Wegner’s 1959 credenza reveals multiple sophisticated features.

CH825

A range of materials combined with sophisticated construction and considered
functionality make this credenza an appealing focal point in any room.

Originally one of a series of three credenzas, the CH825

behind the elegant roller shutter doors. The interior features

became a coveted item at auctions, valued for its style and

adjustable shelves and pullout drawers and is designed to

functionality. In 2014, Carl Hansen & Søn relaunched the

enable simple installation of additional drawers.

design based on Wegner’s original drawings to commemorate
the 100th anniversary of Wegner’s birth.

CH825 CREDENZA

The credenza can be mounted on round legs in solid wood or

Body: Walnut, oil. Frame: Walnut, oil

on steel loops, which are also used in Wegner’s CH100 series.
The credenza offers an ideal surface for artistically arranging

The various options allow the CH825 to be matched to a wide

favorite objects, with plenty of additional storage space

range of design styles and settings.
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Seeking to develop a straightforward, universal solution
to the challenge of everyday storage, Mogens Koch designed a bookcase system
ingenious in its versatility, strength and elegant simplicity.

MK B OOKC A SE S YS T EM

The simple square is elevated to an art form in this visionary bookcase system.
Find peace and calm knowing that there is a place for everything.

Koch envisioned a concept so clear in its form and function

The exceptionally flexible system of square bookcases

that it could become quintessential: the storage solution for

features an extensive range of modular elements. Its classic

modern homes.

six-section unit, which can be set up so that the sections are
either wide or tall depending on the dimensions of their

MK88360 CABINET AND MK98400 BOOKCASE
Oak, black
NUP004 WOODLINES
Rug: White with black lines
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Begun in 1928 and completed in 1932, the MK Bookcase

contents, is a brilliant construction in its own right.

System was the first modular system of its kind and remains
in demand many decades later, its functional design and

Minimalist and thought-through in every detail, the individual

outstanding quality a testament to the timelessness of

units feature beautiful dovetail and rabbet joints that lend

Koch’s thoughtful vision.

them strength and stability.
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MK88360 CABINET
Walnut, oil

MK88360 CABINET, MK40880 BOOKCASE AND MK95800 BOOKCASE
Oak, oil
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T he Ind oor- Outd oor S er ie s

The Indoor-Outdoor Series is made of solid teak, which patinates
beautifully and withstands weather changes. Due to its natural oils, teak
is highly durable, lending itself to indoor and outdoor use.
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This clean-lined and precise furniture series was designed in 1959 by acclaimed
Danish architect and professor Bodil Kjær.

INDOOR- OU T DOOR SER IE S

The versatile furniture collection is as hardwearing as it is beautiful,
which is exactly what its designer intended.

Sleek and pleasingly graphic, the Indoor-Outdoor furniture

Despite a robust construction, the designs share a

series was created in 1959, by Bodil Kjær, a Danish architect

fine-boned, linear quality that’s realized through expert

and professor who has enjoyed a long and distinguished

craftsmanship – something Bodil Kjær is passionate about.

career. Made from solid teak, which patinates beautifully
over time, the collection is designed to live both outdoors

The Indoor-Outdoor Series comprises a dining chair, a

and inside, and draws from Cubism for its angular

dining table, a lounge chair, a side table, a two-seater

construction.

lounge sofa, a swing sofa and a sunbed. All seats, chairs

BK15 DINING TABLE

and beds can be supplied with slender, supportive cushions

Frame and tabletop: Teak, oil

Kjær believes that the scale of furniture should always be

made from weather-resistant Sunbrella fabric, ensuring

BK10 DINING CHAIR

in balance with the architecture around it, a concept that

maximum comfort whether used inside or out.

Body and frame: Teak, oil. Cushion: Canvas 5453

played a crucial role in this collection’s size and appearance.
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BK10 DINING CHAIR

BK16 SIDE TABLE

BK10 DINING CHAIR

Body and frame: Teak, oil. Cushion: Canvas 5453

Tabletop and frame: Teak, oil

Body and frame: Teak, oil

BK14 SUNBED

BK15 DINING TABLE

Seat/back and frame: Teak, oil

Frame and tabletop: Teak, oil

BK11 LOUNGE CHAIR

BK12 LOUNGE SOFA

Body and frame: Teak, oil. Cushion: Canvas 5453

Body and frame: Teak, oil
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BK14 SUNBED
Seat/back and frame: Teak, oil. Cushion: Canvas 5453
BK16 SIDE TABLE
Tabletop and frame: Teak, oil

BK13 SWING SOFA
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Body and frame: Teak, oil. Cushion: Canvas 5453

De sk s
C hildren’s Fur niture
Rugs
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DESKS

C H110

Hans J. Wegner’s CH110 desk was in many ways a departure from his usual
style of wooden furniture. Created in 1970, it was part of an exclusive office concept.
The series shows some of Wegner’s most distinctive steel-framed furniture.
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The CH110 desk by Wegner introduced a different balance

yet distinctive stainless steel handles. The drawers were

CH110 WRITING DESK

to his collection of designs with slender industrial legs

thoughtfully designed with flexible interior compartments.

Tabletop: Oak, oil. Frame: Stainless steel

combined with a large wooden tabletop resting lightly

CH111 CHAIR

upon them. Merging function and form with his trademark

The desk was created in 1970 as a part of Wegners

Seat and back: Thor 301 leather. Frame: Stainless steel

detail-oriented approach, Wegner equipped the desk with

CH100 Series, which was relaunched in 2008 in celebration

long, sleek drawers finished with dovetail joints and small

of Carl Hansen & Søn’s 100th anniversary.
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DESKS

PK 5 2 / PK 5 2 A
PROF E S S OR & S T UDEN T DE SK S

The PK52 Professor Desk, together with the smaller PK52A Student Desk, designed for
the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, established Poul Kjærholm’s reputation for uniting
the best of traditional craftsmanship and industrial design.

The Academy needed a number of tables for lecturers

Both desks offer reversible tabletops, allowing the user

and students, and Kjærholm, who had recently joined the

to work on both sides – or use one side for work and the

academic staff, designed a pair of bespoke tables for the

other for meals.

occasion: the larger Professor Desk and more compact
Student Desk.

They embody the lightness and simple, geometric elegance
for which the designer became renowned and established

PK52 PROFESSOR DESK
Tabletop: Oak, oil. Frame: Black-lacquered steel
MK99200 FOLDING CHAIR
Frame: Oak, oil. Seat, back and cushion: Thor 301 leather. Armstrap: Saddle leather
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Drawing on his cabinetmaking experience, Kjærholm

Kjærholm’s pioneering role in Danish functionalism.

developed a new table structure that showcased his mastery

They also confirmed his position as one of the world’s leading

of steel and wood. Metal ferrules separate the steel and

furniture designers.

wood to lend these desks a dynamic, light appearance and
highlight his signature ability to unite traditional

An optional drawer in both desks offers elegant storage

craftsmanship and industrial design.

space, and both can easily double as dining tables.
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DESKS

A J5 2
S OC IE T Y TA BLE

A fluid fusion of Bauhaus, functionalism and industrial design, this exquisitely
crafted writing desk is made from a timeless mix of materials.

AJ52 SOCIETY TABLE

The AJ52 Society Table is a bold and enduring example

techniques and materials to create the slender writing

of Arne Jacobsen’s functionalist approach to design.

desk, which features a fine-structured leather top that

The pioneering Danish architect created the piece in

wraps tightly around a tubular metal frame. A conical desk

1952, as part of a complete set of office furniture for the

lamp in brushed stainless steel is a flawless addition to

American-Scandinavian Foundation’s New York office,

the design, as is the glass-fronted, wood-and-veneer letter

which was commissioned by Burmeister & Wain, a large

compartment.

Danish shipyard.

Tabletop: Freja 2068 leather. Base: Oak, oil. AJ52 Lamp Module: Oak, oil
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Beneath the table, a six-drawer unit, also in wood and
Ever the visionary, Jacobsen united Bauhaus, functionalism

veneer, is suspended from fine metal tubes – a feature that,

and industrial aesthetics to create this unique piece, which

together with the slim frame and solid-wood feet, adds to

at the time, was a one-off design. He harnessed brand-new

the desk’s air of lightness.
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AJ52 SOCIETY TABLE
Tabletop: Freja 2002 leather. Base: Walnut, oil. AJ52 Lamp Module: Walnut, oil
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CHILDREN’S FURNITURE

C H 410 / C H 411
PE T ER’S C H A IR & TA BLE

Designed as the perfect gift decades ago, this furniture set by Hans J. Wegner
has remained a cherished classic for children’s rooms and continues to offer the ultimate
combination of carefully considered design and an engaging toy.

The CH410 Peter’s Chair was created by Wegner during

both a functional piece of furniture and an engaging

World War II. Finding quality products in wartime Europe

toy. Designed as a life-size three-dimensional puzzle in

was not easy, so when he needed a suitable christening gift

untreated beech, the pieces are easily assembled without

for Peter, the son of his friend and fellow furniture designer

the use of tools – to the great excitement of children.

Børge Mogensen, Wegner took matters into his own hands
and crafted the gift himself.

CH410 PETER’S CHAIR AND CH411 PETER’S TABLE

The 1944 CH410 Peter’s Chair and CH411 Peter’s Table

Beech, untreated

reveal the extent of Wegner’s innovative spirit as well as
An accomplished cabinetmaker, Wegner conceived and built

his superior ability to fulfill the natural interest of children

a simple yet ingenious chair and table that would work as

without compromising on design and quality.
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RUGS

NUP 0 0 3 / NUP 0 0 4 WOODLINE S
B O TA NIC A / OC E A NI A

Since Carl Hansen & Søn joined hands with Naja Utzon Popov in 2015,
the multidisciplinary artist has brought new dimensions to the collection with
nature-inspired rugs that unite compelling visuals and luxurious textures.

WOODLINES

Chinese dragon dance. Rendered in a palette of gray,

Based on reflective study of the intrinsic poetry of natural

brown, beige, and green, with hints of lilac or pink, the soft,

materials, the WOODLINES collection zooms in on wood

luxurious rugs are hand-tufted from wool and sustainable

grain to explore its graphic composition. The characteristic

Tencel® derived from beech tree fibers.

linear pattern emerges as a symbol of the simple, beautiful
essence of a material central to the Carl Hansen & Søn story.

OCEANIA

The soft, tightly hand-knotted wool rugs are available in

In the OCEANIA collection, Utzon Popov ushers us toward

several combinations of black, white, and charcoal gray.

the open sea. Both the Coral and Seabed variants reference
the vibrant, mysterious underwater universe, with the
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NUP003 WOODLINES

OW150 DAYBED

Rug: White with black lines

Frame: Oak, oil. Cushion: Sif 95 leather

OW149 COLONIAL CHAIR AND OW149 COLONIAL FOOTSTOOL

OW449 COLONIAL COFFEE TABLE

Frame: Walnut, oil. Cushions: Sif 95 leather

Tabletop and legs: Oak, oil

BOTANICA

soft, tactile materials and subdued color palettes evoking

Naja Utzon Popov found inspiration for the Midori and Kiri rugs

a meditative mood and a sense of connection to the earth.

of her BOTANICA collection in the peaceful, natural

OCEANIA rugs are hand-tufted from wool and sustainable

environments of Japanese Zen gardens and Danish forests,

Tencel® derived from beech tree fibers, resulting in a

as well as in the swaying movements of the traditional

silky finish.
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NUP008 OCEANIA CORAL

NUP007 BOTANICA KIRI

Rug: Jade green

Rug: Green

CH327 DINING TABLE

CH25 LOUNGE CHAIR

Tabletop and legs: Oak, oil
CH23 DINING CHAIR

Frame: Oak, soap
Seat and back: Natural paper cord

Frame. Oak, oil. Back: Walnut, oil. Seat: Natural paper cord
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INTRODUCING

OUR DE SIGNER S

A Story of Creativity and Collaboration
Spanning more than 100 years, Carl Hansen & Søn’s collection of iconic design
is a testament to timeless values and aesthetics – and the power of innovative
thinking to enhance our lives and the spaces we inhabit.
Illustrations by Anna Topuriya

Our story began in 1908 with a clear purpose: to create

to inspire contemporary architects, furniture designers

meaningful design rooted in deep respect for natural

and cabinetmakers. Their legacies live on through such

materials and uncompromising craftsmanship. That

modern-day masters as the internationally acclaimed

tradition has since grown through the work of pioneering

architect Tadao Ando, who created the sculptural Dream

designers with a passion for pushing the boundaries of form

Chair, and the Austrian design trio EOOS, who conceived the

and elevating function.

irresistible Embrace Series.

Today, the Carl Hansen & Søn collection covers the entire

Adding new dimensions to our collection, Danish architect

Golden Age of Danish Design, which began with the first

Bodil Kjær perceived her Indoor-Outdoor Series as

modern Danish design classic: the 1914 Faaborg Chair

elements in interplay with modern architecture, American

designed by Kaare Klint, the father of modern Danish

designer Brad Ascalon balances form, function and concept

furniture design. Representing the entire evolution of Danish

in his innovative Preludia Series, and the multidisciplinary

Modern, our collection of icons extends into the present day,

Danish artist Naja Utzon Popov has created luxurious rugs.

to new designs created by contemporary visionaries.

Strand + Hvass and Morten Gøttler represent new chapters
to a tradition of thoughtful simplicity and comfort.

We also represent the epoch-defining masters:
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Arne Jacobsen who strove for an ideal balance of organic

Our vision of becoming the ultimate destination for the most

simplicity and functionalism and considered every element

iconic modern furniture is attainable only through close

down to the smallest details, Børge Mogensen the ‘people’s

collaboration with exceptional creative minds who celebrate

designer’ who produced pieces that placed humans at the

true craftsmanship. This philosophy has defined

center, and Ole Wanscher, Mogens Koch, Poul Kjærholm,

Carl Hansen & Søn for generations, and will continue to

Frits Henningsen and Mogens Lassen whose work continues

guide us as we work together to create tomorrow’s classics.
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H A N S J. W EGNER

K A A R E K L IN T

1914 – 2007

1888 – 1954

Among Danish furniture designers, Hans J. Wegner is
considered one of the most creative, innovative and prolific.
Often referred to as the master of the chair,
he designed more than 500
– many of them considered masterpieces.

Recognized as the father of modern Danish design, Kaare Klint
made a name for himself as a furniture designer, educator and Visionary.
He designed icons such as the 1914 Faaborg Chair and the 1933 Safari Chair,
as well as the design for the Danish Pavilion at the
1929 Barcelona International Exposition.

Wegner was part of the spectacular generation that created
the first wave of Danish Modern design. “Many foreigners
have asked me how we created the Danish style,” Wegner once
said. “And I’ve answered that it was a continuous process of
purification and of simplification - to cut down to the simplest
possible design of four legs, a seat, and a combined back- and
armrest.”
The core of Wegner’s legacy is his focus on showing the inner
soul of furniture pieces through a simple and functional
exterior.
The son of a cobbler, Wegner was born in 1914 in Tønder, a town
in southern Denmark. He began his apprenticeship with Danish
master cabinetmaker H. F. Stahlberg when he was just 14 years
old. Later on, he moved to Copenhagen and attended the School
of Arts and Crafts from 1936 to 1938 before setting out as a
furniture designer.
In 1938, Wegner joined architects and designers Arne Jacobsen
and Erik Møller in Aarhus, and subsequently started designing
furniture for the new Aarhus City Hall. During that same
period, Wegner began collaborating with master cabinetmaker
Johannes Hansen, who was a driving force in bringing new
furniture design to the Danish public.
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Wegner’s background as a cabinetmaker gave him a deep
understanding of how to integrate exacting joinery techniques
with exquisite form. His aesthetic was also based on a deep
respect for wood and its characteristics, and a vast curiosity
about other natural materials that enabled him to bring an
organic, natural softness to formalistic minimalism.
Wegner established his own design studio in 1943 and created
a series of chairs for Carl Hansen & Søn in 1949, including the
Wishbone Chair, which has been in production at Carl Hansen
& Søn ever since.
Over the course of his career, Wegner received almost all the
major recognitions awarded to designers, including the Lunning
Prize, the Grand Prix of the Milan Triennale, Sweden’s Prince
Eugen Medal, and the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts’
Eckersberg Medal.

As the son of architect, Peder Vilhelm Jensen-Klint, Kaare Klint
was immersed in architecture from an early age, but made his
mark on Danish design history as a furniture designer. In 1924,
he helped establish the Department of Furniture Design at the
Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts. As associate professor and
later professor, he inspired some of the greatest Danish furniture
designers and architects – including Hans J. Wegner, Mogens
Koch, Arne Jacobsen and Poul Kjærholm – who would continue
shaping the Golden Age of Danish design from the early 1940s.
Today, Klint is regarded as a reformer. As one of the first
designers to put functionalism and the practical study of
architecture and furniture design principles above style, he
redefined a period otherwise characterized by style-focused

academic teaching. Klint had an outstanding sense of space
and proportion, and created “human furniture” based on
studies of the human body. He studied an object’s uses over its
form, and renewed Danish furniture design by refining tradition
and developing objects perfectly in relation to their primary
purpose. Klint was also aware of designs’ relationship to its
environment, insisting his pieces never dominate a space, but
unite form and function for a greater whole.
In all his work, he insisted on clear, logical design, clean lines,
the best materials, and superb craftsmanship. Klint earned
many accolades, including the Eckersberg Medal in 1928 and
the C.F. Hansen Medal in 1954. In 1949, he became an Honorary
Royal Designer for Industry in London.

Wegner was also awarded an honorary Doctorate by the Royal
College of Art and made an Honorary Royal Designer for
Industry of the Royal Society of Arts in London.
Almost all of the world’s major design museums, from the
Museum of Modern Art in New York to Die Neue Sammlung in
Munich, include his furniture in their collections.
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OLE WA N S C HER
1903 – 1985
Ole Wanscher was closely linked with Kaare Klint
and the core aesthetic and functional ideas of
modern Danish design.

Wanscher studied under Klint at the Royal Danish Academy of
Fine Arts and later worked at Klint’s design studio before
becoming an independent furniture designer. He helped shape
Danish furniture design as a designer and as an educator when
he took over Klint’s professorship at the Academy.
Wanscher’s classic and contemporary designs made him popular.
In 1958, the Danish newspaper Politiken wrote: “Owning a
Wanscher chair is an adventure every day, and will be so even
several hundred years from now, for this is how long it lasts.”
Today, his modern classics are still revered for their detail and
his deep respect for materials.
While traveling through Egypt and Europe, Wanscher studied
furniture design, finding inspiration in varied visual expressions
that he incorporated into his own unique design aesthetic.
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He viewed furniture design as a branch of architecture and
emphasized slim dimensions and resilient forms – a quest
exemplified in many of his works, particularly the Colonial Chair
and Colonial Sofa. Wanscher created his best-known designs
primarily in the post-war era when the “design for everyone”
philosophy emerged. In Denmark, some of design’s biggest
names created functional and affordable furniture for the
Danish people and the small spaces they lived in. Wanscher
took great interest in industrially produced yet high-quality
furniture, designing several successful pieces.
Wanscher’s design earned him numerous accolades, including
the Copenhagen Carpenters’ Guild Annual Award and the gold
medal at the Milan Triennale in 1960 – honors that underscored
Wanscher’s esteemed reputation both in Denmark and
internationally.

MOGEN S KOC H
1898 – 1992
Mogens Koch’s designs reveal some of the most elegant
and important solutions to the requirements of function,
comfort and aesthetics. His works – which included homes,
monuments, building extensions, graphic design, and objects
for the home and, of course, furniture – stand out as original
examples of universal utility.

From 1925 to 1932, Koch experienced the principles of Danish
functionalism in a number of design studios – including Kaare
Klint’s. Koch’s patient study, analytical mind and creative spirit
resulted in functional solutions, showing a clear simplicity of
form that respected and built on the work of previous
generations. A focus on essential structural components
and mathematics also played key roles in Koch’s process.
Traditional ornamentation and decoration for its own sake were
not part of Koch’s vernacular – an object’s purpose led the way.
In his search for meaning and mathematical order, Koch
developed the modular concept for one of his major design
successes: his Bookcase System, with dimensions based on
the most common book heights. His Folding Series is similarly

renowned for its versatility, detail, and functionality based on
everyday needs and the space constraints of modern living.
The Bookcase System design – initially developed for Koch’s
own home – offered a highly flexible, practical storage solution.
In 1928, he drew the first sketches for the core square module,
offering a minimalist aesthetic and intelligent, varied storage.
Following Klint’s ideologies, Koch’s Bookcase System has
succeeded in bringing everyday home objects into graphic order
for over 80 years. Koch was an influential professor at the Royal
Danish Academy of Fine Arts in Copenhagen from 1950 until
1968. His numerous awards include the Eckersberg Medal in
1938, the C. F. Hansen Medal in 1963, and the ID Prize in 1992.
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B ØR GE MOGEN SEN

A R NE JAC OB SE N

1914 – 1972

1902 – 1971

Known as the ‘people’s designer’, Børge Mogensen insisted on
designing quality furniture that was within people’s reach. He
produced pieces that placed humans at the center and could
last for generations. With this as his starting point, he became
a prominent figure behind Danish Modern.

One of Denmark’s best-known and most respected architects,
Arne Jacobsen is synonymous with Modernism and his
precise yet expressive aesthetic is a source of inspiration
for contemporary designers. While architecture was his
primary focus, he also worked with lighting, textiles, furniture
and industrial design approaching each with the same
uncompromising perfection.

His ambition to design simple and functional wooden
furniture for private and public spaces aligns with Danish
design concepts. Throughout his life Mogensen swore by
the combination of solid wood – particularly oak, pine and
beech – and leather, avoiding unnecessary adornments. After
completing cabinetmaker training in 1934, he studied furniture
design at the Copenhagen School of Arts and Crafts and then
the Royal Academy of Fine Arts (1938-42).
As a student of Kaare Klint, Mogensen was inspired by the
influential designer’s stringent and clear approach. Both
believed a successful piece should radiate visual calmness

and pure functionalism, but Mogensen placed considerable
emphasis on furniture for informal interiors and adapted to
modern production facilities.
He taught furniture design at the Royal Academy and
participated in the annual Copenhagen Cabinetmakers’ Guild
furniture exhibitions as well as showing abroad. In 1948,
with his friend Hans J. Wegner, he entered the International
Competition for Low-Cost Furniture at the Museum of Modern
Art in New York. Just before his death in 1972, he was appointed
Honorary Royal Designer for Industry at the Royal Society of
Arts in London.

Towards the end of World War II Jacobsen’s Jewish background
forced him and his second wife to flee to Sweden, where
Jacobsen continued to design upholstery fabrics, despite the
difficult political circumstances. Upon his return to Denmark,

Jacobsen created his most iconic buildings while adding
legendary chairs, lamps, cutlery, tableware and faucets to
his extensive portfolio. Striving for an ideal balance of organic
simplicity and functionalism, he often drew inspiration
from nature referencing organic shapes in several of his
furniture pieces.
An extremely productive architect and designer, Jacobsen also
taught at the Royal Academy in Copenhagen. In 1963, the now
world-famous architect won the RIBA Bronze Medal. After
he passed away suddenly in 1971, senior employees from his
studio completed a number of his unfinished projects including
the National Bank of Denmark.

P OUL K JÆR HOLM

F R I T S HE NNINGSE N

1929 – 1980

1889 – 1965

Through his influential work as an architect and a teacher,
Poul Kjærholm became an international design figure and key
representative of modernism.
He combined his strict, modern idiom with an
uncompromising approach to quality and materials
rooted in Danish craftsmanship traditions.

Renowned as an uncompromising designer,
Frits Henningsen viewed quality craftsmanship as essential,
and unlike most cabinetmakers,
always designed his own furniture pieces.

Despite his short career as a furniture designer, Kjærholm’s
exquisite craftsmanship and clear expression resulted in
timeless designs whose influence extended globally and well
beyond his own lifetime.

easy solutions and fads in his search for each material’s own
language. Kjærholm’s linear aesthetic and expression were
influenced by global pioneers such as Gerrit Rietveld, Mies van
der Rohe and Charles Eames.

Kjærholm became known for his functionalist steel, leather and
glass furniture. After training as a cabinetmaker, he studied
furniture design at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts in
Copenhagen, graduating in 1952. He returned as a lecturer in
1955, succeeding Ole Wanscher as professor in 1976. He stayed
at the Academy until his death in 1980, influencing through his
work and teaching both within and outside the Academy.
Just like Kaare Klint, Kjærholm removed superfluous
ornamentation in favor of clarity and function – the hallmarks
in his work as both an educator and a designer. He avoided

In the post-war, industrial years, Kjærholm distanced himself
from the rounded, organic shapes of contemporary Danish
design. He felt that Denmark could only industrialize production
if its products were technically superior to their traditionally
crafted counterparts – he sought new ways to unite tradition
and innovation. Kjærholm’s furniture is represented in many
international museums, including the Museum of Modern Art in
New York. His awards include the Lunning Award in 1958, the
Eckersberg Medal in 1960, and multiple ID Prizes.
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Jacobsen, who trained as a mason, studied architecture at
the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts where he came under
the influence of Kaare Klint and Kay Fisker, both known for
their rigorous design approach. Two years after graduating in
1927, he won a competition to design the House of the Future
with Flemming Lassen. He designed a number of villas before
creating the functionalist Bellavista housing estate built in
1932-34. From then on his career gained momentum.

In 1911, at age 22, Henningsen completed his cabinetmaker
apprenticeship with one of the most recognized cabinetmakers
of his day, I.P. Mørck. He then traveled around Europe to gather
experience and inspiration, working in Germany, France and
Great Britain before returning to Copenhagen in 1915. He
opened his own furniture shop, drawing on customer input to
better understand demand and improve production processes.
As a member of the Copenhagen Cabinetmakers Guild,
Henningsen became a major driver of the furniture exhibitions
of the period, gaining recognition for his perfectionist style
and vibrant personality. His designs reinterpreted traditional
expressions from other style periods with a modern and
organic flavor. He drew inspiration from the French Empire,
rococo, and British 17th-century furniture. Henningsen was

greatly influenced by Kaare Klint, one of his teachers at
technical college. The competition that arose between them
led to a constant renewal and reinterpretation of furniture
craftsmanship on both sides.
For Henningsen, it was the furniture item – not its creator – that
deserved center stage. This was one of the main reasons his
designs never achieved the same popularity as those of some of
his contemporaries. Henningsen’s more functional design style
developed from historically inspired to simpler, timeless work
that remains relevant today. Like the work of Kaare Klint and
Ole Wanscher, Henningsen’s oeuvre is rooted in classic
craftsmanship with a design expression that has broad appeal
– a combination embodied in his Heritage Chair and his final
design, the Signature Chair.
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B ODIL K JÆR

EOOS

BORN 1932

MARTIN BERGMANN – BORN 1963
GERNOT BOHMANN – BORN 1968

Throughout a long and distinguished career as a professor
and architect, Bodil Kjær traveled the world to gather
knowledge and communicate her considerable insight into the
relationship between design and architecture.
The main goal of her travels, however, was to explore methods
and materials that could be used to realize her ideas for
functional furniture systems and work environments.

HARALD GRÜNDL – BORN 1967
EOOS, an Austrian design collaborative established
in 1995 in Vienna by Martin Bergmann, Gernot Bohmann,
and Harald Gründl, consider design a poetic discipline
whose end result should always accommodate the
user’s changing needs and desires.

Kjær grew up on her family’s ancestral farm near Horsens,
Denmark, a home shaped by an appreciation of quality and
aesthetics, a respect for nature, and an interest in societal
dynamics. After completing her schooling, she spent a year in the
UK where she became interested in furniture and design. Upon
return, Kjær took up interior design studies under the tutelage
of prominent figures such as Finn Juhl and Jørgen Ditzel.

In 1960, Kjær established her studio in Copenhagen, creating
showrooms, offices and exhibitions. Five years later she moved
to London for further studies at the Royal College of Art and
the Architectural Association School of Architecture. She
remained there until 1979, working as a senior architect at the
engineering company, Arup, on office, factory and university
building projects.

The trio founded EOOS after graduating from the University
of Applied Arts in Vienna. Today, the internationally renowned
collaborative approaches complex furniture, product and shop
design challenges by examining past roots in a contemporary
context. Termed Poetical Analysis®, EOOS’s unique process
focuses on myths, rituals and intuitive expressions, creating
connections that extend beyond initial perceptions.

Having honed her design skills in the US via the American
Scandinavian Foundation, Kjær created several furniture
pieces, or architectural elements, as she prefers to call them.
She has always been preoccupied with how to construct
furniture from a purely technical perspective – from the inside
out, rather than based on form.

Kjær has been a guest lecturer and visiting professor at many
leading architecture schools in Denmark, the UK and the US.
Today she lives in the East Jutland region of Denmark.

Carl Hansen & Søn’s collaboration with EOOS evolved from a
mutual respect for craftsmanship, quality and design. EOOS’s
progressive design approach enabled Carl Hansen & Søn to
further develop and explore its own design DNA and introduce
a new aesthetic to its range.

Although Lassen’s primary focus was architecture – he
designed villas, high-rise buildings, sports complexes and
shop interiors – he also created significant furniture and home
accessory designs.
After training as a bricklayer from 1919 to 1923, Lassen attended
the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts’ School of Architecture.
He also trained at a number of drawing offices, including that of
Danish architect Tyge Hvass from 1925 to 1934. Lassen’s sojourn
in Paris from 1927 to 1928 sparked the architect’s interest in Le
Corbusier’s ideas about rethinking home interiors, for instance
by adding mezzanine floors in high-ceilinged rooms. Applying a
similar, experimental approach, Lassen designed homes whose
rooms were shaped by both function and the daylight flooding
in through the windows, and where outdoor spaces were just as
carefully designed as the interiors.
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EOOS’s writing on style and design includes “The Death of
Fashion” and “The Cooked Kitchen: A Poetical Analysis”.
In 2015, the Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary
Art celebrated EOOS’s work with their first major solo
exhibition.
EOOS designs for many of the world’s best-known brands. The
trio has published books on design, holds over 15 technical
patents, and has won over 130 international awards, including
a red dot award, a Compasso d’Oro, the German Design Award,
an iF Award, and a Wallpaper* Design Award.

MOGEN S L A S SEN

TA DAO A NDO

1901 – 1987

BORN 1941

The work of architect Mogens Lassen,
one of the pioneers of functionalism in Denmark,
was rooted in cubist architectural ideals deeply inspired
and influenced by Le Corbusier.

Acclaimed Japanese architect Tadao Ando
bases his work on a strong personal design philosophy
that joins Japanese design traditions with
modern Western expression.

Like his architecture, Lassen’s furniture designs showcased his
interest in diverse materials and his ability to express his ideas
through both natural and man-made materials. His simple,
functional wooden furniture, like the folding Egyptian Table,
have gone on to become furniture classics, while his 1930s
works in steel continue to serve as original examples of the
innovations of international modernism.
As an exhibition architect for the “Permanent Exhibition of
Danish Applied Arts and industrial Design” in Copenhagen
from 1939 to 1967, Lassen was behind a number of exhibitions
whose style of presentation helped Danish applied art win
international recognition. In 1971, the Royal Danish Academy
of Fine Arts awarded Lassen the C.F. Hansen Medal for his
outstanding contribution to architecture.

Born in Osaka, Japan, Ando’s interest in design began early on as
an apprentice with a local carpenter at the age of 10. He learned to
explore wood’s many possibilities by building model airplanes and
ships. His approach to learning was unusual in that he preferred to
work independently, without input from his employers.

The architect has great respect for Hans J. Wegner and has
frequently used his furniture in his architecture projects.
Ando produced his Wegner-inspired Dream Chair in
collaboration with Carl Hansen & Søn, relying on a century-long
tradition of craftsmanship to fulfill his demands for perfection.

Ando’s interest in architecture began at the age of 15 when he
purchased a book of sketches by design pioneer, Le Corbusier.
Today, Ando is still inspired by him and often evaluates his own
projects in relation to Le Corbusier’s approach. Ando is also
strongly inspired by Danish design culture and the Scandinavian
design philosophy – his style is minimalistic and innovative,
with a focus on functionality. His work embodies the Japanese
tradition of living simply and in harmony with nature – a
cornerstone of the Scandinavian lifestyle.

Ando has been responsible for over 150 construction projects
of various sizes in Japan and internationally, including the
Azuma building in Osaka, Chichu Art Museum in Naoshima,
the Pulitzer Foundation for the Arts in St. Louis, and the Teatro
Armani in Milan. His original works have earned him a number
of prestigious awards, including the Carlsberg Prize in 1992,
the Pritzker Architecture Prize in 1995, the Premium Imperiale
Award in 1996, and the Royal Institute of British Architects Gold
Medal in 1997.
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BR A D A S C A LON

S T R A ND + H VA S S

BORN 1977

CHRISTINA STRAND – BORN 1968
NIELS HVASS – BORN 1958

Born into a family of creators, Brad Ascalon became
immersed in the world of art and design at a young age.
His grandfather, a noted sculptor and industrial designer,
and his father, an artist renowned for large-scale
installations, instilled in him a focus on craftsmanship,
materials and longevity.

In 2005, as Ascalon graduated with a master’s degree in
industrial design from the Pratt Institute in New York, he was
recognized by Wallpaper magazine as one of the world’s ‘Ten
Most Wanted’ emerging designers. He opened his design studio
in New York the next year specializing in furniture, lighting,
packaging and other consumer products.
Describing his design approach as reductive, Ascalon strives
for uncomplicated, rational solutions that balance form,
function and concept. His method is strategic and lyrical:
indeed, music is a constant source of inspiration. Ascalon
forgoes trends in favor of more permanent value, choosing
materials, forms and techniques based on a long-term view of

She inherited her creative genes from her grandfather,
Jørn Utzon, a Danish architect known for designing the iconic
Sydney Opera House in Australia; her mother, the esteemed
Danish artist Lin Utzon; and her father, the acclaimed
Australian architect Alex Popov.
Utzon Popov’s childhood years in Denmark have always been an
important source of inspiration for her work, as have the years
she spent studying drawing, painting and etching at the Julian
Ashton Art School in Australia.
After moving to England, Utzon Popov continued her formal
artistic training at the University of Westminster School
of Media Arts and Design. Today, she is back in her native
Denmark, where she works out of her studio in Copenhagen.
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The Strand + Hvass duo is part of a new breed of
Danish designers whose work continues in a direct line
from their celebrated predecessors.

how his objects will serve people and adapt to their lives. Rarely
working with plastics and synthetics, he prefers to explore the
potential and warmth of natural materials. Wood is a particular
favorite, as Ascalon enjoys pushing the boundaries to attain
new aesthetic and functional realms.
Ascalon’s pragmatism, creativity and empathy have been
instrumental in positioning him as a leading American design
voice of his generation. He has exhibited globally in design
hubs such as Milan, Paris, London, Cologne, Stockholm, and
New York, and in 2013 was singlehandedly invited to represent
American design with an installation at Moscow Design Week.

Industrial designer Christina Strand and architect Niels Hvass
founded their Copenhagen-based design firm in 1998 to unlock
the potential of two minds working together to create truly
innovative, purposeful solutions to universal design challenges.
Their mutual design philosophy is user-centered, deeply
rooted in Scandinavian culture, and based on research and a
strong emphasis on function. This has resulted in simple and
comprehensible furniture that conveys a deep understanding of
the potential of various materials.
Strand + Hvass focus on simplicity, superior quality, and the
combination of uniqueness and industrial production to create
the modern classics of tomorrow. With the Extend Table design,
Strand + Hvass infused the modern Danish furniture tradition
with a bold new expression.

N A JA U T ZON P OP OV

MOR T E N GØ T T L E R

BORN 1973

BORN 1944

Sculptor, textile designer and ceramicist
Naja Utzon Popov was born in Copenhagen, Denmark,
into a family of artists.

Born in Copenhagen and originally trained in shipping,
Morten Gøttler became a self-taught designer
and architect recognized for his exceptional
understanding of wood.

Utzon Popov’s life-long exposure to contemporary design finds
expression in her work, where she translates her encounters
with nature into textiles, glassware, ceramics and sculptures.
The approach has been highly successful. Utzon Popov’s
designs were well received at the International Contemporary
Furniture Fair in New York, and her large-scale clay installation
for the event was acquired by the iconic SAKS Fifth Avenue
department store. Utzon Popov’s glass and ceramic designs
can be seen around the world, including in the Feng Sushi
restaurant chain in London and the Galeria Kunstmann in
Mallorca.

After working with product development and design for a
number of companies, Gøttler opened his own design studio in
1972. He has since worked in a wide range of genres, including
domestic art, packaging, toys, graphics and lighting for Danish
and international companies.
In 1984, Gøttler decided to focus primarily on furniture design,
using an approach rooted in the modern Scandinavian design
tradition and the firm belief that innovation is the foundation for
successful design.
Gøttler’s clean, easy aesthetic is characterized by carefully
considered form, exquisite comfort, and close attention to detail
– all brought to life using high-quality materials.
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OUR COLLECTION

ILLUS T R AT ED GUIDE

A complete overview and useful reference for every piece
of Carl Hansen & Søn furniture. Explore details, find measurements
and choose the perfect materials to create the right look,
proportion and atmosphere in any space.
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CHAIRS

CH56, CH58
Oak or walnut

Hans J. Wegner 1985
p. 52

36

81

76

81

71

68

45

45

CH111
Stainless steel

46

85

67

46
52

87

46

76,5

44,5

57

50
50

Hans J. Wegner 1970

50

1:10

1:10

63,5

77

45

CH46
Oak

Hans J. Wegner 1965
p. 51

50,4

47,4

PK1 Wicker
Stainless steel

55
55

CH29
Beech or oak

CH47
Oak

50,4 cm
19,8”

50,4 cm
19,8”

50,4 cm
19,8”

51,7 cm
18,7”

47
51,7 cm
51,7
18,7”

44
51

51
51

51

55

44

44

44
55
55

51

49

79

79

81

49
49

49

77

76,9 cm
30,3”

47 cm
18,5”
50,4 cm
50,4
19,8”

1:10

79

44

44

81
44
49

53

1:10

Hans J. Wegner 1965
p. 51

81

53
53

Poul Kjærholm 1955
p. 56 / 79 / 82 / 83 / 186

51

55

47,4
47,4

50,8

51,7 cm
18,7”

Hans J. Wegner 1952
p. 48

44

51

51,9

51

59,2

44

44,5

50,8

76,9 cm
30,3”

69

79

69
69

79

67,5
79

79,8

47

55

47 cm
18,5”

61

51,7

Hans J. Wegner 1950
p. 34 / 37

Poul Kjærholm 1955
p. 58 / 59 / 85

79

50,4
50,4

CH26
Oak or walnut

05

PK1
Stainless steel, chrome
or black powder-coated steel

51,7

50

58

51

50
05

51,7 cm
18,7”

55

45

47

48

Hans J. Wegner 1962
p. 47

44,5

44,5

57
57

44,5

76,5

81
45

CH37
Beech or oak

Mogens Koch 1932
p. 55 / 184

87

47

1:10

48
48

48

48

50,3

1:10

Hans J. Wegner 1950
p. 26 / 28 / 29 / 68 / 75

52

MK99200 Folding Chair
Beech or oak

76,5

45

45

81

78,6
44,5

78,6
44,5

CH24 Wishbone Chair
Ash, beech, oak, smoked oak,
cherry or walnut
50,3

52
52

55
55

55

78

44,5
50,3
50,3

50,3

Hans J. Wegner 1955
p. 39 / 40 / 41 / 72 / 76

59

64

50,3

CH88
Beech, oak or smoked oak

59
59

46,5

76,9

Hans J. Wegner 1962
p. 47 / 71

78,6

50,3
50,3

68

76

74

CH36
Beech or oak

68

36
36

39
39

48
48

48

44,5

Hans J. Wegner 1950
p. 31 / 32 / 33 / 194

55

85

44,5

CH23
Oak or walnut

55
55

EOOS 2015
p. 61

76

44

48

46

48

54

44

46

44

74

71,5

36
46

74

46

73

E005 Embrace Armchair
Oak or walnut

85

Hans J. Wegner 1957
p. 44

67

CH33
Beech, oak or smoked oak

52

Hans J. Wegner 1956
p. 43

76,9

CH20 Elbow Chair
Beech or oak

CHAIRS

All measurements in cm.
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211

CHAIRS

Brad Ascalon 2018
p. 65
Wood frame w. standard shell stregtegning

gningetgerts llehs dradnats .w esab delS

80,5 cm
31,7”

45 cm
17,7”

80,5 cm
31,7”
45 cm
17,7”

mc 54
”7,71

45
56

mc 5,74
”7,81

52 cm
20,5”

56 cm
22”

Brad Ascalon 2018

BA003 Preludia Sled
Fully upholstered
:1
Oak,01walnut
or beech

Wood frame w. fully upholstered shell stregtegning
1:10

gningetgerts llehs deretslohpu ylluf .w esab delS

52

mc 25
”5,02

mc 65
”22

Brad Ascalon 2018

80,5 cm
31,7”
46,5 cm
18,3”

mc 5,64
”3,81

mc 5,64
”3 ,81

BA004 Preludia Bar
Fully upholstered
Oak, walnut or beech

46,5
52 cm
20,5”

56 cm
22”

Wood frame w. upholstered seat stregtegning
1:10

gningetgerts taes deretslohpu .w esab delS

mc 65
”22

Brad Ascalon 2018
p. 62

80,5 cm
31,7”
56 cm
22”

52 cm
20,5”

52

mc 25
”5,02

1:10

BA004 Preludia Bar
Upholstered seat
Oak, walnut or beech

mc 65
”22

mc 65
”22

Brad Ascalon 2018
p. 64 / 89

01:1

Brad Ascalon 2018
p. 64 / 65 / 86

01:1

48,5

mc 5,84
”1,91

46,5
56

mc 5,74
”7,81

BA002 Preludia 4-legs
Oak, walnut or beech

46,5 cm
18,3”

46,5 cm
18,3”

54

mc 45
”3,12

48,5 cm
19,1”

56 cm
22”

mc 5,64
”3,81

mc 5,64
”3,81

54 cm
21,3”

47,5 cm
18,7”

56

mc 5,08
”7,13

80,5 cm
31,7”

80,5

mc 5,08
”7,13

47,5

77,5

1:10
Sled base w. upholstered seat stregtegning

80,5

46,5

93,5

mc 5,77
”5,03

BA003 Preludia Sled
Upholstered seat
:1
Oak,01walnut
or beech

Brad Ascalon 2018

52

mc 25
”5,02

1:10
Sled Bar Ø14 w. bar fully upholstered shell stregtegning

93,5 cm
36,8”

BA001 Preludia Wood
Upholstered seat
walnut
gn0in
erts taes de
retslohpu .w emor
arf dobeech
oW
1g:1etgOak,

56

mc 5,74
”7,81

Brad Ascalon 2018
p. 65

mc 5,39
”8,63

54

mc 45
”3,12

77,5 cm
30,5”

54 cm
21,3”

47,5 cm
18,7”

mc 65
”22

01:1

gningetgerts llehs deretslohpu ylluf rab .w 41Ø raB delS

47,5

48,5

mc 5,84
”1,91

1:10

mc 5,08
”7,13

80,5 cm
31,7”

48,5 cm
19,1”

76

Sled base w. fully upholstered shell stregtegning

80,5

mc 5,08
”7,13

46,5 cm
18,3”

56

56 cm
22”

80,5

46,5

93,5

mc 67
”9,92

BA001 Preludia Wood
Fully upholstered
Oak, walnut or beech
g0
ni1
ng
:1etgerts llehs deretslohpu ylluf .w emarf dooW

54

mc 45
”3,12

Sled Bar Ø14 w. bar shell stregtegning

93,5 cm
36,8”

54 cm
21,3”

gningetgerts llehs rab .w 41Ø raB delS

mc 54
”7,71

mc 5,08
”7,13

mc 5,08
”7,13

80,5

45
47,5 cm
18,7”

Brad Ascalon 2018
p. 64 / 89

Sled base w. standard shell stregtegning

80,5

47,5

BA004 Preludia Bar
Oak, walnut or beech

Brad Ascalon 2018
p. 62 / 65

mc 5,39
”8,63

gningetgerts llehs dradnats .w emarf dooW

BA003 Preludia Sled
Oak, walnut or beech

76 cm
29,9”

BA001 Preludia Wood
Oak, walnut or beech

CHAIRS

1:10

gningetgerts taes deretslohpu rab .w 41Ø raB delS

01:1

Sled Bar Ø14 w. bar upholstered seat stregtegning

93,5

1:10

45 cm
17,7”

mc 5,08
”7,13

54

mc 45
”3,12

BA002 Preludia 4-legs
Fully upholstered
Oak, walnut or beech

77,5 cm
30,5”

mc 5,77
”5,03

54 cm
21,3”

56,5 cm
22,2”

77,5

mc 54
”7,71

80,5 cm
31,7”

56,5

93,5 cm
36,8”

80,5

mc 5,39
”8,63

gningetg4-Leg
erts llØ16
ehs w.
drastandard
dnats .w shell
61Ø gstregtegning
eL-4

45
56

56 cm
22”

mc 5,65
”2,22

48,5 cm
19,1”

48,5

mc 5,84
”1,91

mc 65
”22

Brad Ascalon 2018
p. 65 / 86

01:1

1:10

gnin4-Leg
getgeØ16
rts llw.
ehfully
s derupholstered
etslohpu yllushell
f .w 6stregtegning
1Ø geL-4

01:1

1:10

46,5 cm
18,3”

56,5

54 cm
21,3”

56,5 cm
22,2”

54

mc 45
”3,12

BA002 Preludia 4-legs
Upholstered seat
Oak, walnut or
beech
01:1

46,5

mc 5,64
”3,81

80,5 cm
31,7”

mc 5,08
”7,13

80,5

mc 5,65
”2,22

Brad Ascalon 2018
1:10

gningetger4-Leg
ts taesØ16
derw.
etsupholstered
lohpu .w 61Øseat
geLstregtegning
-4

46,5 cm
18,3”

56,5

54 cm
21,3”

56,5 cm
22,2”

54

mc 45
”3,12

46,5

mc 5,64
”3,81

80,5 cm
31,7”

mc 5,08
”7,13

80,5

mc 5,65
”2,22

All measurements in cm.

212

01:1

1:10

213

72

TABLES
72

TABLES

115
115

240

72

60

60

190 / 248

115

115

60

72

60
60

115

95

120
120

60

120

72

120
120

120

120

60

120

120

95

40

120 120

Hans J. Wegner 1960

115

95

120 120

CH388
Oak
p. 75

120

60
60

60

120

120

95
95

95 95
95

115
115

72

72
72
190
//248
190
/ 248
190
248

95

95

190 / 248 190 / 248

72

240
240

115

Hans J. Wegner 1962

CH327
Beech, oak, walnut or oak
p. 26 / 29 / 31 / 39 / 71

60

72

240

60
60

72
72

72

60
72

160

115

115
Hans J. Wegner 1962

240

115

CH339
Beech, oak or walnut
p. 34

115

115

72

60

200

72

95

160

115

72

95

72

60

60
60

115
Hans J. Wegner 1962

115

Hans J. Wegner 1960

115

72

200
200

115

CH322
Oak
p. 76

115

115

49

138

72

72
72

60

90

200

240

115

CH338
Beech, oak or walnut
p. 41 / 43 / 68

115
115

115

90

72

49

140

115

72

72

140
140

Hans J. Wegner 1982

115
Hans J. Wegner 1962

115

CH006
Beech or oak

138

72

49

90

115

90

49

140

240

90

72

90

CH337
Beech, oak or walnut

72

Hans J. Wegner 1982

115

CH002
Beech or oak
p. 72

60

60

All measurements in cm.

214

215

TABLES

TABLES
BA101-15080 stregtegning

Børge Mogensen 1950
p. 79 / 80 / 81 / 82 / 83

Brad Ascalon 2018
p. 62

BA101-15080 stregtegning

150 cm
59,1”

150 / 200

Poul Kjærholm 1955
p. 61 / 184

80 cm
31,5”

80

150 cm
59,1”

80

BA101

150 / 200

1:10
74 cm
29,1”

150 cm
59,1”

BA101 Preludia Dining
Oak or walnut

Brad Ascalon 2018
80 cm
31,5”

1:10

74

74 cm
29,1”

74 cm
29,1”

81,5 cm
32,1”

82

210

81,5 cm
81,5
cm
32,1”
32,1”

PK52 Professor Desk
Oak, oregon pine or laminate

BA101-15080 stregtegning

80 cm
31,5”

2,8 cm
2,8
cm
1,1”
1,1”

72

72 cm
72
cm
28,3”
28,3”

210
210
cm
cm
82,7”
82,7”

BA101 Preludia Dining
Oak or walnut

210 cm
82,7”

82

210

74 cm
29,1”

2,8 cm
1,1”

72 cm
28,3”

BM1160 Hunting Table
Oak or walnut

BA101-8080 stregtegning

BA101-8080 stregtegning

80 cm
31,5”

85

186,5

80 cm
31,5”

74

74 cm
29,1”

74 cm
29,1”

80

1:10

80

80 cm
31,5”

80 cm
31,5”

80 cm
31,5”

BA102 Preludia Bar Table
Oak or walnut

80

BA102-15060 stregtegning

80

Brad Ascalon 2018
p. 88 / 89
105 cm
41,3”

186,5

1:10

85

72

80 cm
31,5”

1:10
1:10

BA102-15060 stregtegning BA102-15060 stregtegning

1:10

1:10

105

60 / 80

150 / 200

150 / 200

1:10

150 cm
59”

1:10

74

72

74 cm
29,1”

74 cm
29,1”

1:10

Brad Ascalon 2018
p. 86

BA103-120 stregtegning

120 Ø
47,2”

BA103-120 stregtegning

60 cm
23,6”

BA103 Preludia Dining
Oak or walnut

60 cm
23,6”

150 cm
59”

60 / 80

74 cm
29,1”

60 cm
23,6”

105 cm
41,3”

105 cm
41,3”

150 cm
59”

120

120

120

300

1

100

120 Ø
47,2”

Christina
190 Strand and Niels Hvass 2007
120 Ø
47,2”

SH900
Oak
p. 90

1:10

190
300

95,7
100

110

1:10

100

300

100

190

100

190

300

72

72

72

72

100
72

All measurements in cm.

216

217

LOUNGE CHAIRS

CH445 Wing Chair
Stainless steel

79

101

101

CH468 Oculus Chair
Stainless steel

66
67

Hans J. Wegner 1960
p. 105 / 157

66

65
65

89
89

89

KK47000 Safari Chair
Ash or smoked ash

Kaare Klint 1933
p. 115

73

373
7

56

OW149 Colonial Chair
Oak or walnut

Ole Wanscher
p. 119 / 192

48

105

40
40

94
94
94

94
9494

57

Hans J. Wegner 1952
p. 95 / 96 / 97 / 136

39,9 cm
15,7”

62,0 cm
24,4”
85,0 cm
39,9 cm
33,5”
15,7”
62,0 cm
24,4”

75,1 cm
29,6”

76

xx
46

46 85

85

xx

76

86

39

79,2 cm
31,2”

76
76

1:10

102

41

41
95

76

95 95

94

94

66

66
66

80

79
79

102
60

39

39

41 60

102

62

80
39

62

80
66

66

79

61

38

79,2

1:10

64

39

Frits Henningsen 1930
p. 121

FH419 Heritage Chair
Oak or walnut

80

64
64

100

39,9
79,2 cm
31,2”

79,2 cm
31,2”

Hans J. Wegner 1965
p. 113

1:10

79

mc 26
”4,42
75,1 cm
29,6”

79,2 cm
31,2”

37

77

85,0 cm
33,5”

75,1

67
67

67

67

CH44
Oak

37
67

Tadao Ando 2013
p. 126

85

61

37

77

61

73

61
61

EOOS 2016
p. 124

EO15 Embrace Lounge Chair
Oak or walnut

39

35

35
73

mc 14
”1,61

84 cm
33,1”

73
55

73
55
73

70

mc 0770 cm
”6,72 27,6”

77

73
73

TA001 Dream Chair
Oak or walnut

76

41

70

Hans J. Wegner 1951
p. 110

Morten Gøttler 1997
p. 129

1:10

mc 48
”1,33

41 cm
16,1”

35

62 cm
24,4”

CH28
Oak or walnut

MG501 Cuba Chair
Oak

84

73

73

68
68

mc 07
”6,72

94
94

70 cm
27,6”

71

68

65

CH 71

CH71
Oak or walnut

Hans J. Wegner 1950
p. 108 / 150 / 195

65
65

57

46

68

17 HC

CH25
Oak, smoked oak or walnut

34

68

61,5

1:10

40

79

69,5

1:10
65
65

36,8

85

80

105
105

72,6

71
71

40

90
90

89

39
39

90

41

40

40

79

103
103
62
62

74
35

74

35

Ole Wanscher
p. 124

102

39

90
9090

Hans J. Wegner 1950
p. 107 / 154

83
48

83

CH22
Oak or walnut

83
83

OW124 Beak Chair
Oak or walnut

04

83

Frits Henningsen 1954
p. 123

97

35

92

FH429 Signature Chair
Oak or walnut

103

74

92
92

Hans J. Wegner 1960
p. 100 – 103

40

Hans J. Wegner 1963
p. 99

89

CH07 Shell Chair
Beech, oak, smoked oak,
or walnut

LOUNGE CHAIRS

1:10 1:10

All measurements in cm.
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219

EO16 Embrace Footstool
Oak or walnut

1:10

59

58,8 cm
23.1”

58,8 cm
23.1”

54,9 cm
21.6”

46

46

40
30
30

55

54,9 cm
21.6”

41

55

55
55

30

1:10

41

40,8 cm
16,1”

40,8 cm
16,1”

38

38,0 cm
15,0”

38,0 cm
15,0”

38,0 cm
15,0”

68,5 cm
27,0”

38,0 cm
15,0”

68,5 cm
27,0”

Ole Wanscher
p. 146

42,4 cm
16.7”

1:10

68,5

40
40

60 40

OW2000 Egyptian Stool
Oak

EOOS 2016
p. 124

1:10

46

41

42,4 cm
16.7”

60
60

57

Ole Wanscher
p. 119 / 192

55

49

47,5 cm
18.7”

40,2 cm
15.8”

37,5
62,5

Frits1:10
Henningsen 1954

FH430 Signature Footstool
1:10
Oak or walnut

47,5 cm
18.7”

34
57

42

OW149F Colonial Footstool
Oak or walnut

55

39

39

37
52

Hans J. Wegner 1960
p. 100

Mogens Koch 1933
p. 115

40

39

KK97170 Safari Footstool
Ash or smoked ash

41

43 / 45

39 / 41

46 / 48

50

CH446
Stainless steel

Frits Henningsen 1930
p. 121

FH420 Heritage Footstool
Oak or walnut

40,2 cm
15.8”

50
50

Hans J. Wegner 1966
p. 113

43 / 45

39 / 41

CH53
Beech or oak

FOOTSTOOLS

40

FOOTSTOOLS

1:10

1:10

All measurements in cm.

220

221

SOFAS & DAYBEDS

SOFAS & DAYBEDS

CH101
Stainless steel

Hans J. Wegner 1970
p. 132

CH401
Stainless steel

Hans J. Wegner 1958

71

76

78
78

77

Hans J. Wegner 1970

77

77

CH102
Stainless steel

60
60

77
77

78

75

75

40

44

43

43

44

71

61

43

61

71

61

68

68
68

60

CH402
Stainless steel

Hans J. Wegner 1958

77
77

Hans J. Wegner 1970
p. 132

77

77

85
44
85

85
189
189

44

68

CH404
Stainless steel

45
68
68

189

Hans J. Wegner 1958
68

Hans J. Wegner 1970

77

77

71

68
68

189

68

CH72

CH72
Oak or walnut

45

44

254
254

27HC

Hans J. Wegner 1952
p. 96 / 134 / 137

68

Hans J. Wegner 1965

77

85

83
45

43

43

43
77
77

78

77

83

61

68

71

1:10
61

61

71

85

77
77

78

77

CH162
Oak, smoked oak or walnut

44

43

43

1:10

286
286

Hans J. Wegner 1958
p. 140

83

61

68

71

61

1:10

43

71

61

77

CH104
Stainless steel

CH403
Stainless steel

68
68

189

68

71

1:10

150
219

44
124
124

45

68

78

77

CH103
Stainless steel

43

43

43
150
150

83

61

68

71

1:10
61

1:10
61

71

71

130 cm
51,2”

41

130

80
80

137

CH163
Oak, smoked oak or walnut

mc 48
”1,33

mc 26
”4,42

41

mc 14
”1,61

76

68

41

80

62
41 cm
16,1”

137
137

84

62 cm
24,4”

68

1:10

76
68
84 cm
33,1”

76

1:10

mc 031
”2,15

41
72

72 cm
28,3”

mc 27
”3,82

Hans J. Wegner 1965
p. 139
76

195
195

76

68

41

41

68
41

76

68

80

137

80
80

All measurements in cm.
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COFFEE TABLES

OW602
Oak

Ole Wanscher

44 / 48 / 53

SOFAS & DAYBEDS

CH008
Beech, oak or walnut

Hans J. Wegner 1954
p. 136 / 137 / 138 / 150

78 /88 / 100

78 / 88 / 100

45
76

OW603
Oak

7878/ /88
88//100
10078 /88 / 100

Ole Wanscher
p. 144

44 / 48 / 53

7878/ /88
100
78 / 88 / 100
88 //100

78 / 88 / 100

CH011
Oak

Hans J. Wegner 1955
p. 153
44 / 48/ 53

154

44 / 48 / 53

44 / 48 / 53

80

130

55

130

55

130

130

76

44 / 48 / 53
55

55

55

130
42

214

55

45

44 / 48/ 53

44 / 48/ 53

80

CH106
Stainless steel

Hans J. Wegner 1970
95
p. 132

55

Ole Wanscher
p. 143 / 158

55

OW149-2
Oak or walnut

95

95

85

OW150
Oak

95
95

42

95
95

95

95

CH108
Stainless steel

Hans J. Wegner 1970
170

70

70

95

Ole Wanscher
p. 146 / 192

95

42

69

42

95

124

42

46

170

70

170

70

CH415
Oak or walnut

70

170

70

Hans J. Wegner 1990
p. 105 / 157

55
55

44
55

55

1:10

55

55

55

55

55

44

44

55

55
55

70

44

170

70

70

42

42

42

46
180

95

1:10

1:10

All measurements in cm.

224

225

COFFEE TABLES

Hans J. Wegner 1970
p. 107 / 108 / 134 / 154

CH110
Oak, smoked oak or walnut

33

CH417 Tray Table
White laminate / black laminate or oak / smoked oak

DESKS

Ø62

Hans J. Wegner 1970
p. 182

Ø62

72

95

50 cm
19,7”

23 cm
9”

Ø62

95

190

Mogens Koch 1960
p. 55 / 161

1:10

AJ52 Society Table
Oak or walnut
50 cm
19,7”

190

50 cm
19,7”

23 cm
9”

23 cm
9”

Arne Jacobsen 1952
p. 181 / 186 / 188 / 189

65 cm
25,6”

Ø62

Ø62

MK98860 Folding Table
Oak or walnut

62

130 cm
51”

Ø62

62

72 cm
28”

62

33

33

33

130

Mogens Lassen 1940
p. 162

70

1:10

140 / 160

140 cm/160 cm
55”/63”

PK52A Student Desk
Oak, oregon pine or laminate

141,5

70 cm
27,5”

70 cm
27,5”

140 cm/160 cm
55”/63”

70

72

140 / 160

70 cm
27,5”

72

65 cm
25,6”

72 cm
28”

ML10097 Egyptian Table
Oak or walnut

72 cm
28”

1:10

71,5

65 cm
25,6”

130 cm
51”

1:10

52,5

130 cm
51”

140 cm/160 cm
55”/63”

46,5

Poul Kjærholm 1955
p. 85

85

54

141,5
141,5

PK52 Professor Desk
Oak, oregon pine or laminate

60

60
60

60

60

60 60

60

46

46

46

60
60

1:10

60

85

60

85

141,5

85
85

85

141,5

Poul Kjærholm 1955
p. 61 / 184

85

Ole Wanscher
p. 116 / 158 / 192
46

OW449 Colonial Coffee Table
Oak or walnut

72

72

85 / 100

72

85 / 100

1:10
85

1:10

60
1:10

85

72

186,5

85

186,5

1:10

All measurements in cm.
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49,0

0,94

BOOKCASES & CABINETS

BOOKCASES & CABINETS

49,0

80,8

8,08

52,8

8,25

Hans J. Wegner 1959
p. 166

52,8

76 cm
29,9”

49,0

80,8

Mogens Koch 1928

76 cm
29,9”

52,8

80,8

8,08

200,0

52,8

76 cm
29,9”

76 cm
29,9”

36 cm
14,2”

36

38

Mogens Koch 1928

76 cm

76 cm
29,9”

80,8

36

36
36cm
14,2”

38 cm 36 cm
15,0” 14,2”

MK95801
Oak or walnut
36 cm deep

Mogens Koch 1928
p. 168 / 169

76 cm

36 cm
14,2”

76 cm
29,9”

52,8

0,94

80,8
200,0

76 cm
29,9”
38
38cm
15,0”

49

200

200,0

36 cm
14,2”

49

49,0

38 cm
15,0”

76

53

36 cm
14,2”

200

76 cm
29,9”

52,8

81

80,8

80,8

8,08

80,8

52,8

81

8,25

52,8

0,002

53

MK40880
Oak or walnut
27,7 cm deep

MK74182 + MK74181
Oak or walnut
36 cm deep

8,25

CH825
Oak or walnut

76 cm
29,9”

76 cm
29,9”

36 cm
14,2”
36 cm
14,2”

76 cm
29,9”

27,5 cm
10,8”

76 cm
29,9”

76 cm
29,9”

76 cm
29,9”

27,5 cm
10,8”

Mogens Koch 1928
p. 168 / 170
76 cm

MK88360
Oak or walnut
36 cm deep

76

27,7

38

36cm
27,5
10,8”

38 cm
15,0”

27,5 cm
10,8”

76 cm

76 cm

76 cm

36 cm
14,2”

36 cm
36 cm

76

36
76
76 cm

3676
cmcm

36
36cm

36

76

36 cm

36 cm
14,2”

27,5 cm
10,8”

36 cm

36cm
36
14,2”

3676cm
cm
14,2”
29,9”
36 cm
14,2”

76 cm
29,9”

27,7 cm

76 cm
29,9”
36 cm
14,2”

76

38 cm
15,0”

76

76 cm
29,9”

76 cm
29,9”
76 cm
29,9”

76 cm
29,9”

76 cm
29,9”

76 cm
29,9”

76cm
76
29,9”

36 cm
14,2”

76 cm

76 cm

76

Mogens Koch 1928
p. 168

36

MK98400
Oak or walnut
36 cm deep

Mogens Koch 1928

27,5
3838
cm
15,0”

36

50,6

27,7 cm

76

27,5

36cm
36
14,2”

50,6 cm
19,9”

MK74180
Oak or walnut
36 cm deep

Mogens Koch 1928

76

27,5

36 cm
14,2”

19,9”

76 cm

76
76

76 cm
29,9”

50,6
50,6 cm

76

27,7 cm

27,7 cm

MK95800
Oak or walnut
27,7 cm deep

27,7

27,5 cm
10,8”

27,7
cm
27,7

27,7 cm 76 cm

36 cm
14,2”

50,6 cm
19,9”

76

76 cm
29,9”

27,7 cm

49,0
7676
cm

27,7 cm

76

76 cm
29,9”

76 cm
76 cm

80,8

76
76 cm
cm

76 cm

52,8

49,0

All measurements in cm.
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76 cm
29,9”

76 cm
29,9”

5 cm
2”

65 cm
25,6”

33,5 cm
13,2”

205 cm
80,7”

70

70 cm
27,6”

38,5 cm
15,2”

74 cm
29,1”

70 cm
27,6”

38,5 cm
15,2”

70 cm
27,6”

205 cm
80,7”
76 cm 152,5 cm
30”
60”

152,5 cm
60”

76 cm
30”

38,5 cm
15,2”

72,5 cm
28,5”

132,5 cm
52,2”

69 cm
27,2”

71 cm
28”

193,5 cm
76,1”

193,5 cm
76,1”

47 cm
18,5”

47 cm
18,5”

66 cm
26”

69

69 cm
27,2”

69 cm
27,2”

66 cm
26”

71 cm
28”

71 cm
28”

66

66

66 cm
26”

66 cm
26”

193,5 cm
76,1”

193,5 cm
76,1”
71 cm
28”

193,5 cm
76,1”

193,5 cm
76,1”

47

Bodil Kjær 1959
p. 178
66 cm
26”

129 cm
50,8”

106 cm
41,7”

106 cm
41,7”

106 cm
41,7”

54 cm
21,2”

54 cm
21,2”

54 cm
21,2”

106
106 cm
41,7”

106 cm
41,7”

106 cm
41,7”

66 cm
26”

106 cm
41,7”

151 cm
59,3”

66 cm
26”

151 cm
59,3”

54 cm
21,2”

54 cm
21,2”

54 cm
21,2”

54 cm
21,2”
66 cm
26”

69 cm
27,2”

71

129 cm
50,8”

179 cm
70,4”

66 cm
26”

54 cm
21,2”

151 cm
59,3”

66 cm
26”

129

129 cm
50,8”

106 cm
41,7”

151

69 cm
27,2”

Bodil Kjær 1959
p. 173 / 177 / 178

54 cm
21,2”

179 cm
70,4”

179 cm
70,4”

54 cm
21,2”

54 cm
21,2”

54 cm
21,2”

66 cm
26”
129 cm
50,8”

BK13 Swing Sofa
Teak

151 cm
59,3”

54 cm
21,2”

54 cm
21,2”

54 cm
21,2”

54 cm
21,2”

179

66 cm
26”

69

193,5

173,5 cm
68,3”

193,5 cm
76,1”

193,5 cm
76,1”

173,5 cm
68,3”

179 cm
70,4”

152,5 cm
60”

173,5 cm
68,3”

47 cm
18,5”

173,5 cm
68,3”

76 cm
30”

76 cm
30”

BK16 Side Table
Teak

Bodil Kjær 1959

66 cm
26”

69 cm
27,2”

152,5 cm
60”

BK13 Swing Sofa with frame
Teak

152,5 cm
152,5
60”
205 cm
80,7”

72,5

132,5 cm
52,2”

76

38,5 cm
15,2”

152,5

205 cm
80,7”

76

70 cm
27,6”

39,5
76 cm
30”

132,5 cm
52,2”

74,5 cm
29,3”

66,5 cm
26,2”

132,5

39,5 cm
15,6”

74,5 cm
29,3”

74,5 cm
29,3”

39,5 cm
15,6”

66,5 cm
26,2”

74,5 cm
29,3”

74,5

74

74 cm
29,1”

205 cm
80,7”

74 cm
29,1”

132,5 cm
52,2”

Bodil Kjær 1959
p. 174 / 177

205 cm
80,7”

205 cm
80,7”

205 cm
80,7”

76 cm
30”

152,5 cm
60”

BK15 Dining Table
Teak

Bodil Kjær 1959
p. 173 / 177

33,5

205

205 cm
80,7”

33,5 cm
13,2”

70 cm
27,6”
76 cm
29,9”

40

72,5

132,5 cm
52,2”

BK12 Lounge Sofa
Teak

74,5

74,5 cm
29,3”

74,5 cm
29,3”
5 cm
2”

66,5 cm40 cm
26,2” 15,7”

65 cm
25,6”

70,5

70 cm
27,6”

205 cm
80,7”

5 cm
2”

44,5 cm
17,5”

63

132,5 cm
52,2”

Bodil Kjær 1959
p. 177 / 178

205 cm
80,7”

76 cm
30”

43,5

BK14 Sunbed
Teak

70 cm
27,6”

70,5 cm
27,8”

70 cm
27,6”

33,5 cm
13,2”

70,5 cm
27,8”

205 cm
80,7”

33,5 cm
13,2”

70,5 cm
27,8”

40 cm
15,7”
65 cm
25,6”

74,5 cm
29,3”

76

76 cm
29,9”

70,5 cm
27,8”

Bodil Kjær 1959
p. 173 / 177

132,5 cm
52,2”

76 cm
29,9”

5 cm
2”
5 cm
2”

65 cm
25,6”

17,1”

66,5 cm
43,5 cm
26,2”

44,5 cm
17,5”

BK11 Lounge Chair
Teak

74,5 cm
29,3”

5 cm
2”

63,5 cm
25”

72,5 cm
28,5”

5 cm
2”

132,5 cm
52,2”

63 cm
24,7”
77,5 cm
30,4”

76 cm
29,9”

5 cm
2”

65 cm
25,6”

43,5 cm
17,1”

72,5 cm
28,5”

77,5 cm
30,4”

63,5 cm
25”

Bodil Kjær 1959
p. 174 / 176 / 177

72,5 cm
28,5”

72,5 cm
28,5”

77,5 cm
30,4”
63 cm
24,7”

BK10 Dining Chair
Teak

76 cm
30”

70,5 cm
27,8”

5 cm
2”

63,5 cm
25”

72,5 cm
28,5”

INDOOR-OUTDOOR

76 cm
29,9”

5 cm
2”
43,5 cm
17,1”

65 cm
25,6”

77,5 cm
30,4”

63 cm
24,7”

70,5 cm
27,8”

63,5 cm
25”

63,5

45 cm
17,7”
65 cm
25,6” 5 cm
2”
45 cm
17,7”

76 cm
29,9”

5 cm
2”

5 cm
2”

INDOOR-OUTDOOR

63,5 cm
25”

5 cm
2”

70,5 cm
27,8”

76 cm
30”

63,5 cm
25”

76 cm
30”

63,5 cm
25”

43,5 cm
17,1”

65 cm
25,6”

63 cm
24,7

2”

70,5 cm
27,8”

54

66

66 cm
26”

All measurements in cm.
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CHILDREN’S FURNITURE

CH410
Beech

RUGS

Hans J. Wegner 1944
p. 192

Botanica Midori NUP005

Botanica Kiri NUP006

Naja Utzon Popov 2017
p. 195

47
140

32
240

Hans J. Wegner 1944
p. 192

200

200

46

CH411
Beech

200

1400 / 2000

42

140
1400 / 2400

26

72

45
45

45

45

7245

45

46

46
72
72

46

45

300/ 3000
2000

45

360
2000
/ 3600

72

Oceania Seabed NUP007

Naja Utzon Popov 2017
p. 157

Naja Utzon Popov 2017
p. 194

Oceania Coral NUP008

200

1400 / 2000

140

200

300/ 3000
2000
150

300
1500
/ 3000

Naja Utzon Popov 2015
p. 34 / 139 / 144 / 161 / 168 / 192

170
200

1700 / 2000

Woodlines NUP003 / NUP004

240
2400 /300
3000

All measurements in cm.
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TABLE AND SEAT OVERVIEW

2 seats
CH002

Leaves
0

4 seats
CH002

Leaves
0

6 seats
CH322

Leaves
0

3 seats
CH002

Leaves
1

CH006
OK52A

Leaves
0
0

CH388

Leaves
1

CH337
CH338

Leaves
0
0

CH006
CH327 / 190
PK52

Leaves
2
0
0

TABLE AND SEAT OVERVIEW

CH337
CH338

Leaves
1
0

8 seats
CH322
CH327 / 190
CH327 / 248

Leaves
1
1
0

10 seats
CH322
CH327 / 190
CH327 / 248

Leaves
2
2
1

12 seats
CH322
CH327 / 248

Leaves
3
2

14 seats
CH322

Leaves
4

BM1160
SH900

SH900

Leaves
0
0

Leaves
1

CH337
CH338
CH339

Leaves
2
1
0

CH339

Leaves
1

CH339

Leaves
2

CH339

Leaves
3

CH388

Leaves
2

CH338

Leaves
2

CH339

Leaves
3

All measurements in cm.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX

PRODUCT

DESIGNER

ALPHABETICAL INDEX

PAGE

CHAIRS
CH24 Wishbone Chair

PRODUCT

DESIGNER

PAGE

SOFAS & DAYBEDS
Hans J. Wegner

26

CH101 – CH104

Hans J. Wegner

133

CH23

Hans J. Wegner

30

CH72

Hans J. Wegner

134

CH26

Hans J. Wegner

34

CH162 / CH163

Hans J. Wegner

138

CH88

Hans J. Wegner

38

CH401 – CH404

Hans J. Wegner

140

CH20 Elbow Chair

Hans J. Wegner

42

OW149–2 Colonial Sofa

Ole Wanscher

142

CH33

Hans J. Wegner

44

OW 602 / 603

Ole Wanscher

144

CH36 / CH 37

Hans J. Wegner

46

OW150 Daybed

Ole Wanscher

146

OW2000 Egyptian Stool

Ole Wanscher

146

150

CH29 Sawbuck Chair

Hans J. Wegner

48

CH46 / CH47

Hans J. Wegner

50

CH56 / CH58

Hans J. Wegner

52

COFFEE TABLES

MK99200 Folding Chair

Mogens Koch

54

CH008

Hans J. Wegner

PK1

Poul Kjærholm

56

CH011

Hans J. Wegner

152

EOO5 Embrace Armchair

EOOS

60

CH417 Tray Table

Hans J. Wegner

154

Preludia Chairs

Brad Ascalon

62

CH415

Hans J. Wegner

156

OW449 Coloinal Coffee Table

Ole Wanscher

158

MK98860 Folding Table

Mogens Koch

160

ML10097 Egyptian Table

Mogens Lassen

162

TABLES
CH337 / CH338 / CH339

Hans J. Wegner

68

CH327

Hans J. Wegner

70

CH002 / CH006

Hans J. Wegner

72

BOOKCASES & CABINETS

CH388

Hans J. Wegner

74

CH825

Hans J. Wegner

166

CH322

Hans J. Wegner

76

MK Bookcase System

Mogens Koch

168

BM1160 Hunting Table

Børge Mogensen

78

PK52

Poul Kjærholm

84

INDOOR-OUTDOOR

Preludia Table

Brad Ascalon

86

BK Series

Bodil Kjær

174

SH900 Extend Table

Strand + Hvass

90
Hans J. Wegner

182

DESKS
LOUNGE CHAIRS
Hans J. Wegner

94

PK52 / PK52A Professor & Student Desks

Poul Kjærholm

184

CH07 Shell Chair

Hans J. Wegner

98

AJ52 Society Table

Arne Jacobsen

186

CH445 Wing Chair

Hans J. Wegner

100

CH468 Oculus Chair

Hans J. Wegner

104

CHILDREN’S FURNITURE

CH22

Hans J. Wegner

106

CH410 / CH411 Peter’s Chair & Table

Hans J. Wegner

190

CH25

Hans J. Wegner

108

CH28

Hans J. Wegner

110

RUGS

CH44

Hans J. Wegner

112

NUP004 Woodlines

Naja Utzon Popov

192

KK47000 Safari Chair

Kaare Klint

114

NUP008 Oceania Coral

Naja Utzon Popov

192

OW124 Beak Chair

Ole Wanscher

116

Naja Utzon Popov

192

OW149 Colonial Chair

Ole Wanscher

118

FH 419 Heritage Chair

Frits Henningsen

120

FH429 Signature Chair

Frits Henningsen

122

EO15 Embrace Lounge Chair

EOOS

124

TA001 Dream Chair

Tadao Ando

126

Morten Gøttler

128

MG501 Cuba Chair
				
236

CH110

CH71 lounge chair

NUP007 Botanica Kiri
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CARL HANSEN & SØN
WORLDWIDE
HEADQUARTERS / EUROPA

San Francisco Flagship Store

CARL HANSEN & SØN A/S
Hylkedamvej 77-79
5591 Gelsted
Denmark
Tel +45 66 12 14 04
info@carlhansen.com

CARL HANSEN & SØN OSLO
SHOWROOM
Drammensveien 130, B9
0277 Oslo
Norway
Tel +47 900 77 087

CARL HANSEN & SØN COPENHAGEN
FLAGSHIP STORE
Bredgade 18, 21 & 23
1260 København K
Denmark
Tel +45 64 47 23 60
retail@carlhansen.dk

CARL HANSEN & SØN LONDON
FLAGSHIP STORE
48A Pimlico Road
Belgravia, London, SW1W 8LP
United Kingdom
Tel +44 (0)20 77308454
london@carlhansen.com

CARL HANSEN & SØN STOCKHOLM
FLAGSHIP STORE
Karlavägen 76
114 59 Stockholm
Sweden
Tel +46 70-1907382
stockholm@carlhansen.dk

CARL HANSEN & SØN LONDON
SHOWROOM
16A Bowling Green Lane
London EC1R 0BD
United Kingdom
Tel +44 (0) 207 632 7587
ukinfo@carlhansen.com

CARL HANSEN & SØN MILAN
FLAGSHIP STORE
Foro Buonaparte 18A (ang. Via Arco)
20121 Milan
Italy
Tel +39 02 89011837
oc@carlhansen.dk

ASIA / PACIFIC
London Flagship Store

CARL HANSEN & SØN JAPAN K.K.
7F Esla Harajuku
3-25-14, Jingumae
Shibuya-ku
Tokyo 150-0001
Japan
Tel +81 3 5413 6771
Fax +81 3 5413 6772
info@carlhansen.jp
CARL HANSEN & SØN TOKYO
FLAGSHIP STORE
1F / 2F Aoyama Artworks
2-5-10 Jingumae Shibuya-ku
Tokyo 150-0001
Japan
Tel +81 3 5413 5421
store@carlhansen.jp

CARL HANSEN & SØN OSAKA
FLAGSHIP STORE
1-15-22, Minami-Horie
Nishi-Ku, Osaka City
550-0015 Osaka-fu
Japan
Tel +81 6 6606 9026
CARL HANSEN & SØN
ASIA PACIFIC LIMITED
16th Floor, 202 Centre
202-204 Des Voeux Road West
Hong Kong
Tel +852 5631 0267
asiainfo@carlhansen.dk

NORTH AMERICA
CARL HANSEN & SØN NEW YORK
SHOWROOM
251 Park Avenue South
13th Floor
New York, NY 10010
USA
Tel +1 212 242 6736
showroomny@carlhansen.com

CARL HANSEN & SØN SAN FRANCISCO
FLAGSHIP STORE
111 Rhode Island Street
Suite 3
San Francisco, CA 94103
USA
Tel +1 628 204 3339

Osaka Flagship Store
238
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Many foreigners have asked me how we created the Danish style.
My answer is that we did nothing of the sort. It was more of an ongoing purification process.
For me it was about simplification, reducing the elements to the barest minimum
– four legs, a seat and a combined backrest and armrest.
Hans J. Wegner

